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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

PHYSICAL DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF SHIPBOARD POWER SYSTEM

COMPONENTS IN A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

by

Nagy Youssef Abed

Florida International University, 2007

Miami, Florida

Professor Osama Mohammed, Major Professor

Shipboard power systems have different characteristics than the utility power

systems. In the Shipboard power system it is crucial that the systems and equipment work

at their peak performance levels.

One of the most demanding aspects for simulations of the Shipboard Power Systems

is to connect the device under test to a real-time simulated dynamic equivalent and in an

environment with actual hardware in the Loop (HIL). The real time simulations can be

achieved by using multi-distributed modeling concept, in which the global system model

is distributed over several processors through a communication link. The advantage of

this approach is that it permits the gradual change from pure simulation to actual

application.

In order to perform system studies in such an environment physical phase variable

models of different components of the shipboard power system were developed using

operational parameters obtained from finite element (FE) analysis.

These models were developed for two types of studies low and high frequency

studies. Low frequency studies are used to examine the shipboard power systems
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behavior under load switching, and faults. High-frequency studies were used to predict

abnormal conditions due to overvoltage, and components harmonic behavior.

Different experiments were conducted to validate the developed models. The Simulation

and experiment results show excellent agreement.

The shipboard power systems components behavior under internal faults was

investigated using FE analysis. This developed technique is very curial in the Shipboard

power systems faults detection due to the lack of comprehensive fault test databases.

A wavelet based methodology for feature extraction of the shipboard power systems

current signals was developed for harmonic and fault diagnosis studies.

This modeling methodology can be utilized to evaluate and predicate the NPS

components future behavior in the design stage which will reduce the development

cycles, cut overall cost, prevent failures, and test each subsystem exhaustively before

integrating it into the system.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Naval ship power system is an autonomous power system. An autonomous power

system is an energy system in which only local generation provides power to loads in the

system. For autonomous power system, the energy generation capacity is limited. At the

same time, the shipboard power system is a military system, where performance is the

motivation for design of most loads, sources, distribution cables, control, and protection.

The US Navy has shifted priority from designing systems that offer increased

capability to systems which are more affordable but enable improved performance, high

system reliability and highly reconfigurable system. Integrated power system (IPS)

concept is the latest topology under design and development for naval shipboard energy

systems. The IPS combines the all electric ship initiative with direct current distribution,

and power electronics building blocks technology.

The all electric ship initiative is becoming a principal design concept for future naval

ships. It replace the ship hydraulic, and mechanical means by their equivalent electrical

means to power virtually all ships subsystems including weapon system, control system,

and utility functions. This concept offers advantages of increasing the ship war fighting

effectiveness, reduce the life cycle cost (LCC), increase the energy system reliability,

reduce the weight of the ship and reduce vulnerability to battle damage. Thus the

integrated power system integrates all the shipboard generators and the system loads by

means of a power distribution bus.

In the IPS, DC distribution system is used to transfer the power to different shipboard

zones and within each zones there are different inverters and converters which are used to

1



supply different AC loads and DC loads within this zone with their rated power. Power

electronics based devices are used to convert generator AC output to DC distribution.

One of the proposed technologies for the IPS currently under development is the

electronic building blocks (PEBB) technology. It is a technology that utilized to perform

power energy conversion, inversion, and all other types of power modulation. PEBB is

developed to replace the currently used conventional custom design of power electronic

based converters, inverters, and controllers with modularized standard designs for the

power electronic devices. This minimizes the outage time for the units and reduces the

system maintenance costs.

Unlike the current shipboard power system design which is based on minimal

interactions between the system components, the new suggested IPS consists of highly

coupled subsystems closely interacting with each other. This approach provides potential

advantages, which include the ability to optimize the whole system in real time which

will allow the different subsystems to coordinate between each other and share the

different subsystems resources such as regenerative energy with other subsystems. The

benefits would be the reduction of the system failures, the overall operation and

maintenance costs of the ship. It will also increase the shipboard power system reliability,

security, and operational efficiency.

Naval Power systems have some inherent characteristics that make them different from

typical utility power systems. Some of the characteristic of naval power systems includes

[1-5]:

i. Fast controls is utilized to maintain the system frequency

ii. There is very little rotational inertia relative to the system load
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iii. Shipboard prime movers usually are faster than normal utility prime movers.

iv. Shipboard power system contains a large portion of dynamic, nonlinear, and

electronic loads, relative to the power generation capability

v. Shipboard power systems are tightly coupled with mechanical systems, which

require integrated modeling of both systems.

vi. Faults must be modeled consistently with the characteristics of naval power

systems.

vii. Typical power system models are not usually appropriate for analyzing

shipboard dynamics, which required more accurate calculations for shorter

simulation time.

viii. The shipboard power system components parameters are highly frequency

dependent.

These differences demand or necessitate the development of alternative techniques

for modeling and analysis of shipboard systems. Figure 1 shows typical shipboard power

distribution system architecture.

Navy Ships use delta connection configuration for both generation subsystem and

distribution subsystem to ensure the continuity of the supply in the presence of a single

phase to ground faults. The shipboard energy system is usually connected in ring

configuration which increases the system reliability and allows dual path to supply power

to any load.

The primary distribution system used on U.S. Navy ships is three-phase, 450 volts

system, and 60 hertz (Hz) system.
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The secondary distribution system is a three-phase, 120V, 60 Hz system. It is

supplied from the 450V system through transformer banks [1, 4].

Lighting distribution systems are usually three phase, 120V, 60 Hz systems, and are

supplied through transformer banks. Most ships also have 450V and 120V, at 400-Hz

energy systems for supplying surveillance systems, weapons systems, aviation support

equipments, and for servicing aircraft and landing craft. The 60 hertz and 400 hertz

systems are connected together either by using a motor-generator sets or static solid-state

frequency converters (SSFCs).
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Figure 1.1 Naval power distribution system general architecture

Generators are connected to switchboards, which are composed of a number of

switchgear units and components breakers. Switchboards provide a point of connection

for ship service generators and local generator controls [4]. They are the first subsystem
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of the distribution system, and they supply power directly to large loads, vital loads, load

centers, and power panels for further distribution to loads. Switchboards are usually

located near the associated generators and are spread as far as possible to minimize the

possibility of cascading failure. Ship generators are placed on different ship levels and

are horizontally displaced along the ship to prevent total outage due to battle damage and

to assure the continuity of the supply [5]. Tie-Bus circuits are used to connect the

generator switchboards in a ring bus connection.

The other shipboard power system components are load center switchboards, power

distribution panels, bus transfer units, transformers, and the cable network. Loads are

connected directly to generator switchboards, load centers or power distribution panels.

The load center switchboards provide energy to power panels or to individual system

loads, either directly or via automatic bus transfers (ABTs) or manual bus transfers

(MBTs). The bus transfers are used to provide vital loads with energy via dual paths. The

ABT or MBT units are used to transfer a vital load supply from its normal supply path to

an emergency alternate path in response to a contingency on the normal path.

Power distribution panels are located near their associated loads. They perform the

control and protection tasks for selected portions of the power or lighting distribution

systems and special power distribution systems.

Different load types exists in the shipboard power system with different importance

this include induction motors, non-linear loads, and vital loads (e.g. weapons, radar,

sonar, etc.).

Some aircraft carriers have 4160V, three-phase, 60 Hz generators and main

switchboards that supply the 450V AC system through power transformers.
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The shipboard protection system should have the ability to clear the fault as fast as

possible by switching off only the loads affected by the fault and restore the service as

quickly as possible by utilizing the suitable reconfiguration algorithm. The increase

utilization of non linear loads and electronic loads will affect the protection system

operations and reliability.

To conduct naval power system analysis, such as fault study, stability analysis, fault

diagnosis, etc an effective simulation tool is needed [1-5]. Performance evaluation of

integrated naval ship power system ship for a particular configuration is suggested to be

evaluated through computer simulations. Therefore, it's essential to develop a computer-

aided modeling and analysis tools for a shipboard power system that take into

consideration the shipboard system inherent characteristics. The integrated model is

aimed to provide assessment tools for the navy power system under different operating

conditions or uncertainties. The results are only as accurate as the mathematical models

used.. It is therefore important to model each component of the system as accurately as

possible.

Dedicated computer software are essential tools for making electric systems

engineering studies, overvoltage studies, studies for the analysis of contingencies in

electric systems, studies for the investigation of equipment failures and studies for the

implementation of corrective measures in power systems. Currently there are different

modeling techniques for shipboard power system components. Because of the NPS

inherent characteristics that make them different from typical utility power systems, a

more efficient modeling technique is required to avoid pure terminal models. These tools

should have the ability to simulate the power system three main subsystems the apparatus
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subsystem, the control subsystem, and the protection subsystem in one simulation

environment.

1.2 Phase variable motor models

Electric motors are the most commonly used as prime mover in many industries. In

shipboard power system two main types of motors are usually utilized, induction motor

and Permanent magnet synchronous.

Permanent magnet synchronous motor has a number of operational features which

make them more desirable to be used for a variety of practical applications. This includes

hybrid cars and shipboard power system applications. At the same time control strategies

and fault tolerant motor drives studies are being developed to optimize the overall system

performances under real-time dynamic conditions. For these studies, accurate and fast

motor models are necessary.

The dq-model is a simplified modeling technique of rotating machines. It assumes

that the flux linkage waveform of the three-phase winding is sinusoidal and that they

have same amplitude and phase sequence. The effects of saturation, slotting, and the

magnetic circuit geometry are ignored in such a dq-model. With the increase utilization

of motor power electronic drives, researchers and engineers are paying attentions to

additional details such as torque ripples, harmonics behavior of the motor, the

incompatibilities of the motor with the load and high frequency effects. The dq model

can't include all of this these effects. Harmonics generated in the system due to the non

linear loads as well as power electronics drives will greatly reduce the accuracy of the dq

model. Also, under fault conditions, when harmonics are presented in the voltage and
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current waveforms, the pure sinusoidal variation is removed and the dq-model becomes

mathematically incorrect.

The FE model based modeling technique can take into consideration all geometrical,

material and operational details of electrical machines [111]. When such a model is used in

a coupled environment in a machine drive, it can be computationally intensive to evaluate

the overall system performance at every time instant.

Mohammed et al. [11-19] suggest and developed an FE-based phase variable model

for the motors to overcome the limitations of both d-q and classical FE based model. This

model combines the accuracy of the full FE model of the machine combine with fast

computational time.

The physical FE-based phase variable model utilizes the rotor position dependence of

inductance and back emf obtained from sequential FE solutions at rotor positions

covering a complete ac cycle. By adding the cogging torque, the proposed FE-based

phase variable model performed at the same accuracy level as the full FE model. The

rotor position dependent parameters, inductance, flux linkage, and the cogging torque, are

stored in tables and retrieved by table look up while performing drive system simulation.

In such a way, the impact of space harmonics is included.

1.3 Overview of simulation software for shipboard power system studies

Dedicated computer software are essential tools for conducting energy systems

engineering studies, overvoltage studies, studies for the analysis of contingencies in

electric systems, studies for the investigation of equipment failures and studies for the

implementation of corrective measures in power systems. The shipboard power system

consists of elements with different physical nature, linear and non linear, electrical and
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non-electrical, such as generators, power electronics devices, cables, motors, and

electronic devices. This variety requires a modeling and simulation tool that allows

diverse physical systems to be modeled in one uniform simulation environment.

EMTP/ATP, PSPICE, VTB, and MATLAB Simulink are the most used simulation

packages by power engineers for electrical power systems, power electronics, and

analog/digital circuit's simulation purposes. Due to the big difference in characteristics

between the shipboard power system and typical utility power systems, a certain

modifications is needed. This simulation tools are briefly explained in this

1.3.1 Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP/ATP)

Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP) or ATP is a computer program for

simulating electromagnetic, electromechanical, and control system transients on

multiphase electric energy systems [20-21]. Firstly developed in the late 1960's by Dr.

Hermann Dommel, EMTP was released for general use in the early 1970's by the

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).

EMTP independent version, ATP (Alternative Transients Program) is the most widely

used version of EMTP in the world today. ATP provides the user with the ability to

model almost any kind of configuration for the electric network. The solution numerical

algorithm is based on the Bergeron's method for the distributed parameters elements and

on the trapezoidal integration rule for the linear lumped elements. Optimal reordering

techniques and Gaussian elimination are used to handle sparse system matrices. It not

only allows the detailed component modeling, but also the modeling of various types of

fault disturbances and the integration of control system modules to the simulated system

[20, 21].
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ATP contains standard models for the representation of linear and non-linear

elements, like resistors, inductors, capacitors, transmission lines, power transformers,

surge arresters, switches, diodes, thyristors, control systems, synchronous machines, etc...

Details about different models can be found in the ATP Rule Book [20].

The ATP is not easy to interface with other software packages and in some what

limited.

ATP was utilized to perform several shipboard power system studies [7, 8, 10]. It was

used to perform faults studies, reconfiguration studies and switching operation. The

models used in these studies were ATP standard components models. The Authors

outlined that for integrated test system, the simulations suffered from numerical

oscillation and signal quality issues. The Author suggested some techniques to mitigate

this oscillation [10]. The Authors did not include the control system simulations or

power electronics components in their studies.

1.3.2 PSPICE

SPICE is computer software package designed to simulate analog/digital circuits [22].

It was originally developed for the simulation of integrated circuits, from which it derived

its name: Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis [22]. PSPICE contains a

model library for linear, discrete, passive and active electrical components, etc. for

electrical network modeling and analysis.

Circuits and systems are simulated by connecting components together in a PSPICE

electrical model. To simulate a shipboard power system network, the appropriate PSPICE

models of the different system components are created from schematics of the standard

available electrical elements and these models are connected together to create the system
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network. Each component model parameters are defined according to the specifications

data of the system. In PSPICE, the interactive GUI allows us to modify an item by just

clicking this item in the schematics and making any modifications.

In PSPICE, the parameters of interest can be selected in the schematics for

monitoring. Software called Probe can be used to display the simulation results.

The program interface with other software packages and developing more detailed

accurate models for different power system components is not an easy task. PSPICE was

used in different shipboard power system studies [5, 9]. The studies were mainly

concerned with fault studies, reconfiguration, and protection system related studies. The

Authors utilized simplified power system models and didn't model any power electronics

components or the control systems.

1.3.3 Virtual Test Bed (VTB)

The Virtual Test Bed (VTB) is software for prototyping large-scale, multi-technical

dynamic systems [23]. It allows the evaluation of new designs without using hardware

implementation. The main application driving the development of the VTB is the

advancing in shipboard power system platforms. These platforms will rely heavily on

power electronics based devices, distributed generation, energy storage, advanced power

sources including fuel cells and gas turbines, and mix distribution networks that combine

both DC power buses and AC buses and the fact that the shipboard power system is

highly reconfigure system. VTB was developed to fill this need by providing a simulation

environment that can be used to perform different system studies and its ability to include

user custom build models. The software is not easy to interface with other software
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package and can not work with commercially available packaged for real time

simulations.

1.3.4 MATLAB/Simulink

MATLAB is generic high level programming language with built in support for

performing numerical computation. It was originally developed for solving linear algebra

problems using matrices. Its name is derived from MATrix LABoratory [24]. MATLAB

is a high-level programming compiler with built-in math functions support that enables

writing computationally intensive codes faster and easier than the traditional

programming languages such as C, BASIC and FORTRAN. The MATLAB can execute

codes by two different methods either by typing the commands directly in MATLAB

command window, or by writing a source code file known as MATLAB script.

MATLAB contains built-in functions for solving problems requiring arithmetic,

trigonometric, exponential operation, data analysis, digital signal processing,

optimization, and 2-D and 3-D graphics and animation. A collection of functions in a

certain area are known as MATLAB Toolbox. MATLAB and its toolboxes is a high level

programming language shell which can be used for dynamic systems modeling,

simulation, and data analysis in both commands based and graphical based forms [10].

There are a variety of commercially available MATLAB toolboxes for different types of

applications and studies this include control system design, curve fitting, communication,

and optimization.

Simulink is a toolbox extension of the MATLAB. Simulink is a graphical

programming language for dynamic multidomain simulation and dynamic systems model

Based Design. It provides an interactive graphical user interface and a customizable set of
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building blocks libraries for building system models based on their mathematical

description [40]. Like MATLAB Simulink have different toolboxes which contains a

collection of blocks for certain application like SimPowerSystems, SimHydraulics,

Stateflow etc.

Real-Time Workshop (RTW) is a MATLAB toolbox which can automatically

generates, packages, and compiles source code from Simulink models to create real-time

software applications on a variety of systems [26]. By providing a code generation

environment for rapid prototyping and deployment, RTW is the foundation for

production code generation capabilities. By using RTW MATLAB can be easy linked to

other software packages and can be used in real time environment.

Based on its benefits and features, MATLAB was selected as the system simulator.

1.4 Classification of shipboard power distribution system studies

In order to evaluate the interactions between different shipboard subsystems, models

with different level of complexity were developed. These models can be utilized to

perform different system studies such as system analysis, system performance

optimization, power quality studies, reconfiguration studies, and system control design.

The simulations can be divided into three main categories, low frequency, high

frequency, and harmonics studies. Low frequency study included load switching, faults,

and normal loading conditions. The result of this type of studies can be used in relay

setting selection, equipment rating selection etc.

High-frequency modeling is essential in the design of equipments to study impulse

voltage and switching surge distribution, winding integrity, and insulation diagnosis and

most often high-fidelity models in a bandwidth up to 10 MHz are required for condition
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monitoring purposes. The study of high-frequency part of the spectra is necessary to

include the stray capacitances effect on the system response.

Harmonic studies are essential in to design passive or active filters and to investigate

the severity of certain power quality events on the system equipments.

1.5 Real time simulations with hardware in the loop concept

In order to achieve our research goals, the different components developed models

are connecting together to perform system studies and to evaluate different subsystems

interactions. These system studies provide an efficient ways for simulation, evaluation,

and optimization of the different interacting subsystems within the naval shipboard power

system. As mention before, the shipboard power system studies required more detailed

components models to be used. With more detailed models used in the studies the global

system model would be very computationally intensive, slow, and time consuming. Also,

simulation of power semiconductor devices physical models is a very time-consuming

and requires a very strong simulation tools.

The multi-distributed real time simulations concept allows us to overcome this

drawback and to achieve faster simulations. Distributed computing or simulation, which

is not a new concept, refers to distribution of a given task on a number of interconnecting

computing elements. The simulation task is distributed between the different computation

nodes through a communication link (e.g. Ethernet) [28]. In this approach the system

computing nodes are coordinating their resources to achieve a faster simulation.

Traditional simulations of power systems performance evaluation studies, take long

time due to the excessive computations. Despite today's computers high computational

capabilities, the simulation does not run at anywhere near real time speed, since the
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platform, whether PC or workstation, is not specially designed and optimized for the

simulation of power system. Also, all the power system simulations software mentioned

above do not support parallel processing.

Thus to perform system-level testing which is one of the main steps in the

development of a complex product (e.g. motor controller) in a comprehensive and cost

effective way requires real-time simulations. So by utilizing this approach, the global

system model can be distributed over several processors through a communication link

(TCP/IP, FireWire etc). Also, this technique allows the different distributed subsystems

to be executed at different update rates; which free some of the real time system

resources for running the subsystems that required faster update. The multi-distribution

modeling can include different operating systems. Real time operating system (e.g. QNX

or Linux) will reduce the simulation time requirement significantly.

The multi-distributed environment can be achieved by utilizing the C-language

capability of the MATLAB coupled with a network communication protocols to develop

a Simulink distributed simulation environment. The system global model is converted

into a number of small subsystems, and each subsystem is assigned to one of the

computing nodes. The results are then sent to a main machine for display.

1.6 Literature review

This section provides a literature review of previous work on different topics with in

this dissertation. Due to the fact that this dissertation deals with many topics and each

topic has a sheer numbers of papers available, only the most relevant previous work is

discussed. The references are sorted under the topic, which the dissertation author found
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most interesting in the context of the research and was used to select the research

approach.

1.6.1 Overview of the coupled field-circuit problems

In the following literature review, the coupled field-circuit problems are studied from

the viewpoint of power system and power electronics. Formulations for coupling between

Field and Circuit were developed for modeling of voltage-supplied electrical machines in

the early 1980's. Power electronics were represented in the FE- Circuit coupling during

the late 1980's and early 1990's for simple implementation [29].

Tsukerman et al. discussed the formulations, terminology and numerical methods in

the coupled field-circuit problems [30]. The magnetic vector potential formulations with

filamentary and solid conductors were outlined. The filamentary or stranded conductors

consist of several turns of thin wire connected in parallel. In order to simplify the

analysis, the eddy currents effects in filamentary conductors can be ignored, but the

current density is assumed constant. In the solid conductors eddy currents cannot be

ignored and it have to be included in the analysis.

Meunier presented a generalized formulation for coupling two-dimensional finite

element analysis with solid or filamentary conductors using sinusoidal voltage or current

sources [31]. The method was later developed further for time-stepping analysis allowing

resistive and inductive components in the external circuit [32]. The unknown variables of

the formulation were the magnetic vector potential, current in the filamentary conductors

and inductors, and voltage drop over the solid conductors.

In electrical machine FE model the magnetic field is excited by currents in the coils.

However, it is often more appropriate to consider the source feeding circuit in the
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analysis which required the coupling between the two systems of equations. At first,

magnetodynamic formulations using complex variables were presented for ideal

sinusoidal supply; later on, approaches for transient simulation were derived in order to

model nonsinusoidal voltage waveforms. The phase windings in the stator and rotor are

generally modeled as filamentary conductors, and the rotor bars in cage induction

machines or damper windings in synchronous machines are modeled as solid conductors

with eddy currents [32].

Vassent et al. included the nonlinearity of the iron and the impedances of the end-ring

in the FE analysis of squirrel cage induction machine using either the time-harmonic [33]

or time-stepping approach [34].

Power electronics can be considered in the coupled field-circuit analysis in several

ways. The simplest approach is to define the supply voltage waveform with respect to

time or position and use it in the simulation. However, modeling the interaction between

the electrical machine and the drive board requires modeling the nonlinear semiconductor

devices. Usually, the switching devices are represented in the circuit domain as binary-

valued resistors, the value of which depends on the state of the switch. A distinction is

often made between diodes and externally controlled switches because of the differences

in operation principle. In the simulation of circuits with diodes or rectifiers, the time step

must be adapted to the switching instants in order to prevent negative overshoots in the

current [35]. For the externally controlled switches, synchronization of the time steps is

simple, since the switching instants are already known in advance.

Piriou and Razek modeled the diode operation by means of an exponential function

and applied it to the simulation of a simple circuit consisting of a magnetic coil, voltage
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source and diode [35]. Later on, the method was extended for rotating machines and

three-dimensional geometries [36]. The controllable switches were modeled in the same

manner, but the switching instants had to be defined before the simulation.

Coupled field-circuit analysis was also applied in modeling power system

components operation with external and internal faults. Some approaches utilize a time

control switch to initiate the internal or external fault. In the simulation of circuits with

switches, the time step must be adapted to the switching instants in order to prevent

negative overshoots in the current [37, 38].

1.6.2 Transformer modeling

Modeling of power transformer represents a challenge to engineers. There are

different models for transformers with different modeling details for different studies.

These models were designed to include the effects of core saturation, ferroresonance,

hysteresis, and insulation issues. Transformer modeling can be classified into two main

categories normal transformer modeling and transformer with internal winding fault

modeling.

The main streams in the modeling for analysis and design of power transformers are

classified as follows [39]:

The first approach represents the transformer using its DC resistance, leakage

inductance of the windings, and an ideal transformer [40, 41]. A Linear or nonlinear

impedance is used to represent the characteristics of the core. The method uses formulas

to calculate the self and mutual inductances between the windings based on the

manufacturer data. But the iron core effect, however, makes the values of inductances
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very close to each other which results in ill-conditioned equations. This problem has been

efficiently solved by subtracting the common flux when computing the inductances.

Transformer modeling based on self and mutual inductances was developed based on

the mutual coupling concept [42, 43]. This model represents adequately the leakage

inductances of a transformer but sustain difficulties when representing the iron core

related effects.

Transformer modeling based on the principle of duality represents accurately the iron

core effect, but can not model the leakage inductances properly [44, 45].Topologically-

correct equivalent circuit models can be derived from magnetic circuit models using the

principle of duality, with the duality transformation being directly performed as a

topological exercise.

Transformer modeling based on measurements models the transformer as a terminal

equivalent in a wide band spectrum of frequencies [46-48]. Methods of this group match

the parameters of the assumed model structure with the transformer experimental

frequency response. Tests are made for determination of the model parameters in the

frequency or time domain. Weak basis for generalization is the major drawback of those

methods [39].

Finite Element (FE) based modeling use two or three-dimensional finite element

method for analysis of electromagnetic fields inside the power transformer [49, 50]. FE

based modeling is very accurate but rather geometry oriented with very intense and slow

simulations.

Some transformer modeling technique combines between two or more modeling

approach [39]. The developed model combined the leakage inductances approach with
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the principle of duality approach. The model parameters were calculated on turn-to-turn

basis. The capacitance effect was taken into consideration.

The presence of harmonics in the energy system can be a source of a variety of

undesirable effects. Transformers are most affected with this problem and may need to be

derated to as much as 50% capacity when feeding loads with extremely distorted current

waveforms and may reduce their service life. The IEEE/ANSI C57.110-1998 standards

states that a transformer subject to nonsinusoidal load current having more than 5% total

harmonics distortion needs to be derated [52]. Transformer parameters are usually

frequency dependent and modeling transformers under distorted supply should take into

consideration this frequency dependence.

Gustavsen developed a modeling technique to take into consideration the frequency

dependence of the transformer parameters [53-57]. The transformer admittance matrix is

measured in the frequency domain using a network analyzer and a dedicated

measurement setup. Then admittance matrix was then approximated with rational

functions using Vector Fitting and the result is used to develop an EMTP-type compatible

model suitable for transient studies.

The second portion of transformer modeling review deals with the modeling of

transformer with internal faults. When a fault occurs inside the transformer, the magnetic

flux distribution is fundamentally altered and this will affect the transformer parameters.

Thus, most existing transformer models cannot adequately represent a transformer with

an internal winding fault. However, some researchers have made some efforts to modify

or take into consideration the fault related effects on the transformer.
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Two approaches are used in modeling transformers with internal faults, linear based

approach and FE based approach.

Bastard et al. presented a model based on the self and mutual inductances [58]. The

principle used to model a fault between a coil turn and earth or between turn and turn is

to divide the faulty winding. For transformer turn to ground fault the winding is divide it

into subcoils, for turn-to-turn internal fault the faulty winding is divided into three coils.

The model transformer was modified to represent the added windings. The author

assumed knowledge of how to calculate the leakage factors between the various coils of

the transformer. This model is EMTP compatible, and is easy to implement. However it's

linear model and assumes that no saturation occurs in the core during the faults and linear

change in the flux distribution.

Wang and Butler presented a coupled field-circuit model for single phase transformer

with internal faults [38]. The terminal behavior of the transformer was obtained by

indirect coupling of the field-circuit simulations.

1.6.3 Application of wavelets in power system

With the increase utilization of highly nonlinear electronic controlled devices in

power systems, the amount of waveform distortion has been found to be more significant.

Harmonics generated by these transients can have a wide frequency bandwidth, from

high-frequency transients and edges to slowly varying harmonic components. Hence,

analysis only in the frequency or time domain alone is not sufficient to capture features

that are spread within a wide bandwidth.

The wavelet transform which is a time-frequency digital signal processing technique

provides a local representation in both time and frequency domain of the nonstationary
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signals. Therefore, it is suitable for analyzing a signal where time and frequency

resolution is needed, unlike FFT which gives a global presentation of the signal.

Wavelet was implemented to two main areas in power system namely power system

relaying and power system quality studies.

Santoso and Hofmann tested and demonstrated the use of wavelet transforms for

detecting various power lines disturbances [59]. The basis of disturbance classification

scheme, using the squared wavelet transform coefficients, was also described.

Robertson et al. introduced the use of the wavelet transform for the classification and

analysis of electromagnetic power system transients [60]. He pointed out that Wavelet

features facilitate the detection of physically relevant feature in the transient signals to

characterize the source of the transient or the state of the post disturbance system.

Yoon and Devaney demonstrated how to obtain the power and the rms values directly

from the wavelet transform analysis results for each element voltage and current pair

[63]. The original signal frequency decomposition into various wavelet decomposition

levels was achieved using IIR filters. This technique was later extended to measurement

of reactive power and distortion powers [64].

Many authors demonstrated the utilization of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to

classify different transients [65-69]. The key advantages of the DWT are its ability to

provide a local representation of the nonstationary fault signals for normal and faulty

operating conditions by using the variable windowing technique.

Issues regarding frequency characteristics of wavelets were outlined [70]. The authors

pointed out that the selection of sampling frequency and the number of data points is

important in the wavelet based study. energy distributions in wavelet decomposition
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levels were studied and it was found that the total energy was the same but distributed

between the different wavelet energy levels.

Zhu et al. calculated and used the energy distribution of the wavelet at each

decomposition level to extract power-quality disturbance features [72]. Based on these

features, rule bases are generated for extended fuzzy reasoning.

Littler, and Morrow demonstrated the analysis properties of the discrete wavelet

transform (DWT) and wavelet packet transform (WPT) [73]. The authors outlined that

both transforms offer attractive properties for the compression of power system

disturbances especially WPT which provides exciting prospects for adaptable feature

extraction algorithms.

Gaing proposed a prototype of wavelet-based neural-network classifiers for power

disturbance characterization and classification using the Parseval's Theorem to calculate

the different wavelet frequency bands energy [74].

Dash and Panigrahi proposed a new approach for detection, localization, and

classification of power quality disturbances in a power distribution system [75]. This

approach utilized generalized S-transform with a variable window as a function of PQ

signal frequency to generate contours and feature vectors for pattern classifications.

Hamid et al. proposed a wavelet packet transform (WPT) based approach to calculate

the root mean square (rms) value of distorted waveforms, total harmonic distortion, and

for power measurements [77]. The algorithm can simultaneously calculate the individual

frequency bands rms values from the wavelet coefficients associated with each element

voltage current pair. The advantage of the WPT is that it can decompose a distorted
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waveform into equal width frequency bands, which is important for identification of

different harmonic components and their influence on the system.

1.6.4 Integrated motor drive modeling

Research on high level modeling, new converter-inverter topologies, and control

strategies are the major research areas in electrical drives. A system consisting of a

loaded motor driven by a power electronics converter through a cable is a complex and

nonlinear system.

Toliyat et al. suggested a method to estimate the voltage distribution among the

windings of an inverter fed random wound induction motor supplied through a long cable

[78-80]. The authors developed a high frequency models for the inverter, cable, and the

motor, and the transient study was performed using ATP as a system simulator. The

induction motor high frequency parameters were calculated using FE analysis and the

parameters of the cable were computed using ATP cable constants routine.

Suresh et al. suggested a method of calculating the voltage distribution among the

windings of random wound induction motor supplied through a pulsewidth modulating

(PWM) voltage source through feeder cable [81]. The motor high frequency model

parameters were obtained from FE analysis. The transient study was performed using

SABER simulation package to study the rise time of the PWM wavefront on the voltage e

distribution among the motor windings.

Grandi et al. analyzed inverter-fed ac motor drive to evaluate the conducted

electromagnetic interferences at both the dc and ac sides of the inverter [82]. High

frequency lumped model for the inverter and the motor windings was used to conduct the

study. The inverter model includes parasitic elements of power switches, passive
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components and connecting wires. The circuit model of the motor windings takes into

account the turn-to-turn and turn-to-ground stray capacitances. The motor model fitting

parameters was obtained using phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground impedance

measurements. The overall system model response was then evaluated for a 10 kHz six-

step modulated inverter -fed ac motor drive.

Moreira et al. studied the overvoltage problem in pulsewidth modulation drives with

long cables [83]. The frequency responses of the cable and the motor input impedances

were obtained experimentally and suitable models are developed to match the

experimental results. The cable was model using several lumped lossy segments

connected in series.

1.6.5 Modeling of induction motor with internal faults

Induction motors are widely used in many industries because they are cost effective

and mechanically robust. Because of costly machinery repair, down time, and safety

consideration, early detection of induction motor internal faults is highly desirable.

In general, fault diagnosis of induction motors has concentrated on sensing failures in

one of three major components, the stator, the rotor, and the bearings. Approximately

36% of induction motor failures are caused by failure of the stator windings, and these

faults usually begin as undetected turn-to-turn faults in a coil, which progress to phase-to-

phase or phase-to-ground short circuit faults. Rotor failures account for 5-10% of total

induction motor failures [83-85].

Modeling of induction motors with internal faults is the first step in the design

process of the fault detection systems. With the presence of internal faults the modeling

of induction motor is very complicated because the magnetic field distribution totally
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changes inside the machine. There is several modeling approach for induction motor with

internal faults. They can be divided into two main approaches, dq based techniques, and

FE based techniques.

Jang and Park utilized coupled FE model to study the characteristic frequency of the

rotor vibration generated by broken rotor bar, static, and dynamic rotor eccentricity fault

conditions [87]. The Author conclude that each fault source can be distinctively identified

by observing the variation of the corresponding characteristic frequency of the rotor

vibration, for signal as will as several fault sources together.

Watson et al. described how Finite Element packages may be used to simulate rotor

faults namely broken bar faults [88]. The authors utilized a simulation method that

minimizes the effects of speed ripple and rotor skew on the simulation accuracy.

Bangura and Demerdash built a Time-Stepping Coupled FE-State Space (TSCFE-SS)

induction motor model for predictive non-invasive diagnosis and characterization of

effects of rotor broken bars and end-ring connector segments which rigorously includes

the full impact of magnetic saturation [89, 90]. The model has been used to predict the

characteristic frequency components which can he used to diagnose rotor bar and

connector breakages.

An induction motor with internal fault models were developed as an alternative to FE

based methods [91, 92]. The models are based on coupled magnetic approach by

considering that the current in each bar is an impendent variable. The models neglect the

saturation effect, eddy-currents, windage and friction losses, and assume uniform

(magnetically smooth) air gap, uniformly distributed cage bars, and insulated rotor bars.
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These assumptions affect the accuracy of the results especially in the case of non-

sinusoidal voltage source.

Manolas and Tegopoulos developed a method for modeling the performance of a

squirrel cage induction motor under any asymmetrical operating condition [93]. The

system of nonlinear voltage and torque differential equations representing the machine

mathematical model was analyzed directly without transformation by using a digital

numerical solution to compute the steady-state and the transient state. The model was

used for broken bars and rings studies.

R. Fiser and S. Ferkolj presented a magnetodynamic FE based model for predicting

the performance of induction motor under electric and magnetic asymmetry due to

broken rotor bars [94]. The FE model was used to calculate the magnetic vector potential,

flux density; force components, rotor and stator currents, and mutual and leakage

inductance. The author takes into consideration the magnetic core materials nonlinearity.

The model assume sinusoidal voltage source and does not take into consideration the

instantaneous changes in the system voltage and currents during the fault.

1.7 Problem statement

Electrical machine designers and industry researchers face an increasing demand of

considering many physical effects and operational parameters more accurately. The

original motivation for this work was to simplify the procedure of modeling, simulating,

and optimizing the design electrical shipboard power system components.

The main problem addressed in this dissertation was the development of a

methodology for studying and evaluating the integrated shipboard power system behavior

in real time environment.
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This research addressed this problem by using coupled-FE to model and assesses the

different electromagnetic components behavior under normal and faulty operating

conditions. This procedure utilized the limited electromagnetic device available

information such as factory test reports, core type and core dimension to develop FE

based models of the different shipboard power components. Then the developed FE

models were then used to obtain the operational parameters. The operational parameters

were then used to build a phase variable models for the different components. The phase

variable models considered many magnetic core related effects that usually ignored by

other modeling techniques. The developed phase variable models were then coupled

together to perform system studies using the system simulator. This global model can be

used in a distributed real time environment.

The developed models can be classified according to their target applications as low

or high frequency models. These models were then utilized to perform system studies, to

evaluate the overall system performance, and to develop a methodology's system indices.

This includes power quality indices, overvoltages indices, and components behavior

under faults.

With the increased utilization of power electronic devices and non-linear loads in the

shipboard power system, the harmonic distortion in the system increased as well. In

order to evaluate the system harmonic response and to classify the harmonics related

events and faults conditions an efficient digital signal processing technique is needed.

Analysis of naval shipboard power system waveforms only in the frequency or time

domain alone is not sufficient to capture these waveform features that are spread within a

wide bandwidth. Wavelet transform provides a local representation of nonstationary
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signals. Therefore, it is suitable for analyzing a signal where time and frequency

resolution is needed. A different wavelet based classification algorithms were developed

for power quality and faults studies. This includes feature extraction as well as evaluation

of the distorted waveform indices.

A real time distributed simulation shell was then developed to conduct shipboard

power system studies. This studies can be pure software based or can include within the

simulation loop the actual hardware. The software subsystem is interacting in real time

with the hardware subsystem. This was achieved because of the small time step achieved

by using the distributed simulation. Implementation examples of using these developed

tools for energy efficient and robust shipboard power system operation and control were

outlined and discussed.

The methodology is presented in this dissertation for utilizing the coupled Field-

circuit computation of electromagnetic devices to evaluate and predicate the shipboard

power system components future behavior and to optimize its performance to meet its

required functionality. And to use this FE models to develop an accurate detailed phase

variable models that can be used in chosen system simulator. The system studies are

performed under real time simulation shell. This shell will enable us to combine actual

hardware in the simulations and to evaluate the interaction between the software and

hardware subsystems.

1.8 Originality and significance

The scientific contribution of this study comprises the following:

1. Methodology for coupled simulation of magnetic field, circuits and control

systems to model accurately shipboard power system components.
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2. The development and evaluation of FE based models for shipboard power system

components for abnormal and internal fault studies.

3. The development and evaluation of detail models for shipboard power system

components for low and high frequency studies using parameters obtained from

FEM. These models can be used in the chosen system simulator.

4. The development and evaluation of a real time distributed simulation environment

to perform integrated system studies. The real time execution will allow the

integration of the actual hardware in the simulation loop. Using this real time shell

we represent the interaction between the hardware subsystem and the control

system.

5. Validation of the applicability of the methodology by performing different type of

system studies relating to shipboard power system.

6. The development and evaluation of a methodology for fault feature extraction and

harmonic behavior evaluation for different shipboard components using wavelet

based algorithms.

1.9 Organization of the dissertation

This dissertation has two main parts: background information and contributions. Chapters

1, 2, 7, and 9 contain background material, state of the art knowledge and all necessary

information used to make decisions in this research. Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 contain the

contributions and results of this work.

In addition to the outline of the work in this chapter, the other chapters include:

Chapter 2 presents background material for coupled field-circuit modeling and

operational parameters evaluation.
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Chapter 3 deals with modeling of different components by using FEM and how to use

FEM to calculates the elementary quantities used in modeling

Chapter 4 deals with modeling of different components with internal faults by using

coupled FEM methods

Chapter 5 describes system components models development for low frequency

application.

Chapter 6 describes high frequency modeling and theory covering frequency-dependent

parameters characteristics, vector fitting and how the characteristics are included in

components modeling.

Chapter 7 describes theory regarding wavelet, discrete wavelet transform, and wavelet

packet transform together with the wavelet representation of the waveform root indices

including the mean square value (rms) and total harmonic distortion (THD) values.

Chapter 8 deals with the application of wavelet transform techniques in power system

transients and fault classification, and power quality studies.

Chapter 9 describes the real time with hardware in the loop simulation system

Chapter 10 presents some practical system studies using the real time distributed

simulation and discusses the results and optional solutions.

Chapter 11 suggests topics for further research, and

Chapter 12 contains the main conclusions from this work.
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Chapter 2: Coupled Field-Circuit Modeling

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the Finite element (FE) based computational methods that are

used to simulate the terminal behavior of the electromagnetic equipments. FE is

numerical solution technique for partial differential equations. FE is used in

electromagnetic field analysis to solve the electromagnetic field partial differential

equations. The FE analysis has been coupled to circuit simulation. This technique allows

the simulation of the device operating conditions with the real power supply connections.

In this technique the device finite element model is coupled with external circuit

equations and solved the resultant equations simultaneously to obtain the device

behavior. The field-circuit equations are coupled together either by direct coupling or

indirect coupling [30, 36]. In direct coupling, the electric equations are directly coupled

with the field calculation and solve simultaneously using the same program. In indirect

coupling, the field analysis is performed by a stand alone program, while the electric

simulation and coupling are handled in another separate program which utilizes the

parameters calculated from the FE solutions.

2.2 Finite element formulation

In the model of the electromagnetic devices, the magnetic field in the iron core,

windings and air gap is solved by the two-dimensional finite element method and coupled

with the windings voltage equations. The resulting equations are then solved by a time-

stepping approach, while the Newton-Raphson iteration is utilized for handling the

nonlinearities.
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The magnetic field inside the electromagnetic device is governed by the Maxwell's

nonlinear partial differential equation [29, 30]:

VxE=aB (2-1)
at

aD
V x H = J, +J, +a (2-2)

at

V-D=p (2-3)

V -B= 0 (2-4)

Where,

E is the Electric field strenght (V/m)

B is the Magnetic flux density (Wb /m2)

H is the Magnetic field intensity (A/rm)

J, is the conduction current density (A/rm2)

aD(
- is the displacement current density (A / m 2 )

at

J, is the convection current density (A / m2)

D is the Electric flux density (C/rm2)

p is the Electric Charge density C / m3

The magnetic field intensity (H) is related to the magnetic flux density (B) by the

following equation:

H = vB (A/m) (2-5)

v is the magnetic reluctivity, and it is a material dependent.
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The magnetic flux density can be expressed as the curl of the magnetic vector

potential (A).

B=VxA (T) (2-6)

If we substitute (2-6) into (2-1), we get

VxE=- a(VxA)
at

Rearrange (2-7) we get

aA
Vx(E+-)=0 (2-7)

at

Since the sum of the two vector quantities in the parentheses of (2-7) is curl free, it

can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar electric potential (V).

aA
E+ =-VV

at

From which we obtain

aA
E = -VV (V/m) (2-8)

at

If we substitute (2-5) and (2-8) into (2-2) and make use of the constitutive

relations H = vB and D = E. We have the fundamental equation of the vector potential

formulation for electromagnetic field

V x ((v)V x A) = J+a (-VV A) (2-9)
at at

Equation (2-9) is solved in the domain studied with the boundary conditions and the

constitutive relationships.

The current density is determined from the material equation

J = crE (2-10)
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Where a- is the electric conductivity. Combining (2-2) with (2-6) gives

VxE=- VxA (2-11)
at

From which we can define the current density as

J=u--( +VV) (2-12)
at

Taking the divergence of both side of (2-12), and then use the fact that the

divergence of the curl of any vector field is zero, we get

aA
V.(c-(--+V V) = 0 (2-13)

at

Equations (2-9) and (2-13) represents the fundamental equation of the vector potential

formulation for electromagnetic field.

The two equations are then solved using Finite element method (FEM). The finite

element analysis of any problem involves basically four steps [29]:

- discretizing the solution region into a finite number of subregions or elements,

" deriving governing equations for a typical element,

- assembling of all elements in the solution region, and

" solving the system of equations obtained

The two-dimensional geometry is covered by a finite element mesh, consisting of first

or second-order triangular elements. If possible, the cross section of the electromagnetic

device is divided in to n symmetry sectors, from which only one is modeled using FEM

and symmetry constraints are set on the periodic boundary.

In the finite element method, the approximation for the magnetic vector potential and

scalar potential are given by
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N~

A = Ajaj (2-14)

N

V = av (2-15)

where N, N,. are the total number of free nodes in the finite element mesh,

kj and a are the classical approximation functions of edges and nodal elements;

ai and vj are the magnetic vector potential and scalar potential in node j.

The shape functions have value 1 at node j and 0 at all the other nodes. Between the

nodes in the surrounding elements, the shape function is fitted by first- or second-order

polynomials, depending on the order of the elements. Outside the associated elements,

the value of a single shape function is zero.

Using Galerkin's method, (2-9) and (2-13) can be written in the following matrix form:

S C a+][j+[g ] =L;] 
(2-16)

0 T v CT 0 dt V P

The solution of the matrix equation (2-16) gives the vector field which satisfies (2-9) and

(2-13).

2.3 Electric circuit equations

The FE analysis has been coupled to circuit simulation. This external circuit coupling

allows us to simulate the operating conditions of the electromagnetic device with real

power supply connections.

In general any electric circuit can be represented by the following integrodifferential

matrix equation:
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[ E,]=-[r,,][ Im]+[ L,,]d [ I,,]+ lf[ I.]dt +[ y,,]+ d[ Wm] (2-17)
dt Cm Ji dt m

Where, E,, is the vector of voltage sources in each electric mesh m.

r,, is the matrix of resistance (symmetric)

L,,, is the matrix of inductances (symmetric)

IM is the vector of electric current in each mesh.

y,, is the non-linear voltage drop in the electrical circuit

Cm is the matrix of capacitances

Vn The flux linkage in the coil

In matrix r , elements rj (K x K) are calculated by,

ri is obtained by addition of resistances in the mesh i

rj is obtained by addition of resistances which belong to the meshes i and j with the sign

+ if the currents of meshes i and j are in the same direction, with the sign - otherwise.

Lj (K x K) is formed the same way as the resistance matrix.

Cf (K x K) is formed the same way as the resistance matrix.

K is the number of electric meshes

Now equations are set, we can put them together to obtain the coupling system.

Equation (2-17) can be written in the following form:

[Em]=[XO] fr[iXdt+[Xl[i]+[X2] [i]+ d []+[Y (2-18)
dt dt
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2.4 Relation between magnetic and circuit equations

For a winding with thin conductor, the current density can be expressed by (2-12). To

represent the current density, we define the vector of turn's density N (with JO = Ni ). Its

module is given by the ratio of number of turns to the winding section and its direction by

the spacial orientation of the winding. The relation between the winding voltage V and

the current is obtained by the projection of vector N on JO and by an integration on the

whole winding volume fQ. Under these conditions, the winding voltage is given by:

dtV= ri+i- A.NdQ (2-19)

In this Equation the integral term represents the flux linkage y . V is a non-linear

function of the current due to the magnetic material non linear properties.

2.5 Coupling the field and circuit equations

In the general case the magnetic and electric equation are solved simultaneously. The

electromagnetic field equations are solved using a formulation with magnetic vector

potential. The coupling is obtained by the conductor current expressed in terms of current

density and the flux linkage expressed from the vector potential. Two approaches can be

considered for choosing the unknown of the coupled system. In the first approach the

coupled equation system is only expressed in terms of the vector potential and scalar

potential (V). In this approach the resultant equations are symmetric positive definite but

the electric circuit non-linearity cannot be considered simultaneously with that of the

magnetic circuit. In the second approach, the magnetic variables and the currents are kept

as unknowns. In this approach the resultant coupled equations are is positive definite, but
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the non-linearities of the magnetic materials and electric circuit can be considered

simultaneously. The second approach is utilized through out this thesis. Fig. 2.1 shows

the coupling between the finite element, and the external circuit connections.

Electric Circuit FE Model
Connections 

1 4

dt CVX((-V)VA)= J

at

Solver
[PJ{A}={R}

Post-Processing

Fig.2.1 Schematic of the coupling between FEM and external circuit connections

The current density in the last term of (2-16) is expressed as a function of the current

with help of vector N, F as follow:

[F] = [D][i]+[F'] (2-20)
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The element of matrix D depends on vector N and functions given by (2-14) and (2-

15). The Flux y can also be expressed from the integral of (2-12) and the vector

potential circulation a. For a system with several winding we can shows that the vector

[ V ] takes the form:

[V = [D]'[a] (2-21)

From (2-12), (2-18), (2-20), and (2-21) we get:

S Q -D~~a T 0 0~ a 0 0 F

0 G 0 v + QT 0 0 - v]+ 0 + 0[= P (2-22)
0 0 r,, i DT 0 L~ ,_ i C- idt _7,m E,

Equation (2-22) represents the whole coupled circuit-field system. In the

integrodifferential (2-22) the unknowns are the circulation of the vector potential, the

scalar potential for the magnetic domain, the mesh current for the electric circuit. All the

equations will be solved simultaneously and the mathematical coupling between the

equations is strong.

2.6 Conductor representation in coupled-FE method

Two cases are considered: solid conductors, in which eddy current can be induced,

and a stranded conductor made of thin separate filaments without eddy currents.

2.6.1 Solid conductors

In the solid conductors, or massive conductors, eddy currents represent a significant

part of the total excitation and they cannot be omitted from the analysis. Neglecting the

source current density component from analysis, rearranging (2-9)

aA
Vx(vVxA)+u--+aVV =0 (2-23)

at
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In the two dimensional FE model, the magnetic vector potential (A) and the current

density (J) are reduced to their z components. It follows that the value of the electric

scalar potential is constant on the cross section of a two dimensional conductor and its

value is a linear function of the z coordinate. If L is the length of the solid conductor

(along the z coordinate), LV V represents the potential difference A V induced between

the ends of the conductor. Equation (2-13) can be integrated on each solid conductor

region k where AV is constant. We obtain:

f Jdsk = I = J a--ds -( V) Jdsk (2-24)
S Sk at sk

Where Ik is the total current through solid conductor k. If we consider that:

AV - LkV V (2-25)

Rk = L (2-26)

Sk

Where, Lk is the length of the kth solid conductor, Rk is the conductor d.c. resistance, ak

is the conductivity of the solid conductor

We can deduce the relation between the total current Ik and the potential difference

V V of the kh solid conductor

AV = RkIk +RJof6 a-Sk (2-27)
S a

Using the Galerkin method, we can discretize (2-9) and (2-27):

[s][A]-[G] d ] _[C][ AV ]= [0] (2-28)
4t
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[AV] = [R [I+ [R][C]T d [A] (2-29)
dt

Where A , A V and I represent the vector potential at each node (of N nodes), the

potential difference for each solid conductor (of M solid conductors) and the global

current respectively. The matrices are defined by:

S,, (N x N) = J(vV),VA, )ds (2-30)
S

Gik (N x N)= fcaA,,lL dS (2-31)
S

Ck (N x M) = fcaA dS (2-32)
S

Rkk (M x M)= R (2-33)

Where, Rk = the resistance of the kth conductor

v =the reluctivity of the problem being studied

c-= the conductivity of the problem being studied

L =the length of the problem being studied

2.6.2 Stranded conductors

For a conductor made of thin separate N filaments. The filaments are connected in

series. The region k occupied by the filaments is treated as an eddy current free material.

The uniformly distributed current density given by [30-32]:

Jk = Nk I (2-34)
Sk

Where I, is the current of a single filament. Sk denotes the cross section of the region

occupied by the filaments.
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Then Maxwell's equation then reduced to:

Vx((v)VxA) = Nk (2-35)
Sk

If Ik is the length of the conductor (along the Z direction) then the potential difference

between the terminals of the filamentary conductor AV is the sum of the voltages of all

the filaments of the kth region and given by:

A relation between the conductors total current Ik and the voltage difference AV is

obtained from (2-17), applied to each filament:

Nk N l f A
AV= (RjIs+ s) (2-36)

i=R k

Where, V is the electric scalar potential and Rk is the total resistance of the filamentary

conductor. S, is the cross sectional area of the filament

Si - I (2-37)
Nk

Where A is the filling coefficient

R = Lk (2-38)
o-ds,

The value of the AVk, represents the sum of the potential difference in each filament

of the kib region. If the coil is modeled with two regions, the potential difference at the

end of coil will be given by the sum of the potential difference on these two regions. If

the value of o is constant on a filament we can write:
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AV =Y L+ fkaA ds (2-39)
"(6rSi )Ik S, Si at

We notice that:

L L5 L~ S (2-40)
6 Sj ASk T ASk Sk sk

SL&BA LNS BA
a ds. dsk (2-41)

S1 & at Ski at

Finally we have,

AV = RkI +L dsk (2-42)

Rk =+J Lk N )--dsk (2-43)
Ak Sk S s,

Using the Galerkin method, we can discretize (2-35) and (2-42):

[S] [A] =[C] [I] (2-44)

[AV ] = [I d[A] (2-45)
dt

We use the same notation as previously. The matrices are defined by:

Sj (N x N) = J(vVAjVA, )ds (2-46)

Ck (N x F)= -4 LjJAdS (2-47)

R'kk (F x F) = R (2-48)

Where, Rk =the resistance of the kth conductor

Nk =the number of wires
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F =the number of stranded conductors

2.6.3 Coupling with solid conductors

We have to put (2-29) in (2-17) to take into account the solid conductor in the electric

circuit. For simplicity we considered a simple resistance-inductance circuit, so only the

first and second term are considered from (2-17). Due to memory and speed we have

chosen to keep the potential difference AV as unknown. The system to solve is:

[S]|[A] -[G] d[A] -[C] [A V ]=[0] (2-49)
dt

[] [C]G d[A] -[]AV]+[ [I]|=[0] (2-50)
dt

[D][AV +(Z,[I,,]+[L,,]d[I,] =[dE,,, (2-51)

Where the matrix [D] is defined by the relation:

[I] =[D] [I,,,] (2-52)

The value of D (K x M) becomes

+1, if conductor i belongs to mesh j with right way

-1, if conductor i belongs to mesh j with wrong way

0, if conductor i does not belong to mesh j

[Z'] is the matrix of impedances

Z, is the addition of impedances in the electric mesh i without the resistances of solid

conductors.

The system comprising of (2-49), (2-50), (2-51) can be symmetrical:
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[S][A]-[G] [A] -[C][AV]=[0] (2-53)dt

-[C] T d[A] + [R-' ][AV]-[D]T [I,, ] = [0] (2-54)

ddt

- [D D[AV]-([Z,] [ I,, ] - [L,, ] =-[ Er, ] (2-55)

The matrix [R] is diagonal and strictly positive by definition.

2.6.4 Coupling with stranded conductors

The same method is used as before. We obtain:

[S ][A] -[C' []] = [0] (2-56)

[E,]=[Z,][I,]+[L, Im] +[D'][C] T  (2-57)dEtZ[I+L dA

As previously we have:

[I] =[D']T [Im] (2-58)

This system of equations can be symmetrical:

[S][A]-[C'][D']T [Im] = [0] (2-59)

-[D'][C' A] -[Zd,"][I,, ] L [I, ] =-[E,,] (2-60)
dit dit

The system of (2-56) and (2-57) can be solved simultaneously with the system of

equations (2-59) and (2-60). We obtain:

[S][A-[G] [A] -[C][AV ]-[C'][D']T [Im] = [0] (2-61)
dt

-[C]Td[A] + [R-][AV]-[D] [I,,=[0] (2-62)
4t
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-[D '][C']T d[A] [D [AV] -Z, [I,] -[L, ]dI' =- (2-63)
dt d

The equation actually solved depends on the application and the results needed.

2.7 Coupling of FE model with Simulink

FE is coupled with Simulink to perform integrated system simulations that utilize

Simulink models library through an S-function functional block [181]. The S-function

functional block schematic is shown in Fig.2.2. A constant time step At is used for the

coupled FEM computation.

Simulation Time

Simulk Domain ---

LL

Initialization D
Parameters 0 EI-c

IniFinal Fieod

FEM D;omian ot FinFd

Fig.2.2 Schematic of the coupling between the FEM and SIMULINK

The sampling time of the FEM block is set to that value, and the same time step sizes

are used elsewhere in the model. The input and output variables are defined as stated
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above and are updated discretely at the major steps as set for the finite element analysis.

The average of the input voltage from two adjacent steps is replaced by a single value

taken from the middle point between the steps.

To couple FE with Simulink first, the initialization parameters are stored in a file,

from which the FEM reads the parameters before the first time step. During the time-

stepping simulation, the simulation variables are passed directly back and forth between

the FEM block and Simulink. After the simulation, the field solution is stored in a file

with the same format as the one with the initial field while the simulation variables are

stored in MATLAB's [181].

2-8 Operational parameters extraction

This section describes the parameter extraction method from the physical FE

geometry. This includes the inductance calculation, resistance calculation, and

capacitances calculation for certain geometry.

2.8.1 Inductance calculation for high and low frequency studies

The inductance is complicated functions of the conductor's currents, saturation

characteristics of the electromagnetic device, the supply frequency, and the displacement

between stationary and rotating windings. Methods for computing the inductance using

FEM computation in conjunction with energy perturbation method (E/C) techniques is

outlined in this section. The energy perturbation method is used to compute both the self

and the mutual inductance. The method can take into the consideration the effect of the

electromagnetic device geometry and loading condition on the inductance. The method

detail is as follows:
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For a lossless (conservative) magnetic field with n coupled conductors, the

instantaneous terminal power of the jt conductor can be written as:

L di di., di
P. = R.i + i,Ll - +i L , *+........ +ZJL n (2-64)

dt' dt dt

Where: V : terminal voltage of conductor j,

i j : Current in conductor j,

A : Total flux linkage,

L : Incremental inductance which is the partial derivative of flux linkage aA

with respect to current ik where k=1, 2, 3... n.

The first term represents the instantaneous power dissipated, and the remaining terms

represent the instantaneous reactive power associated with the flux linkage with the

jth col.

The total energy W of the system,

W = W (2-65)

Where:

n ik (t)

w I k ( (2-66)

k=1 ik(0)

If we disturb the n currents by small increments, Ai,, Ai,, -, Ain, L remain constant, so

the energy increment Aw is given by:

n t ik+Aik

Aw = Z Ljk i d (2-67)
j=1 k=1 i
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Performing the integration, and using difference equation to express the partial

derivatives of the global energy with respect to the incremental change in currents. The

inductances can be found by using the following equations.

[w(i +Ai )-2w(i )+w(i -Ai 1)]
Ll (2-68)

II (Ai 1)2

(Lj +Lkj=-[W Z + Aij,iZ +N © --k - N ,i +2 (L k±LkI) +A.) (2-69)

-w(i + Ai,ik -ik)+w(i --Ai,i - ik)](4ijAik)

Where,

w(i Ai Ai, )=( ,i ) Aw(±J,Ai)

For an electromagnetic device that consists of individual conductor elements. The self

inductances of each segment and mutual inductances between each other are calculated

from FE. With this information we can find the total self and mutual inductances of the

whole electromagnetic device.

The self inductance of the winding is the sum of all self inductances (L,) of

conductors in this winding plus the sum of the mutual inductances (Li) between the

conductors within one winding. The complete self inductance of the windings can be

expressed as:

n n-1 n

L = L,+21 Y L+Z (2-70)
i=1 i=1 k=i+l

Where i, k are the numbers of the individual conductors. It should be mentioned, that Lik

sign depends on the current direction in the segment.
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The mutual inductance LAB between two windings (A and B) is the sum of the mutual

inductances of each conductor in winding A to each conductor of winding B.

The complete mutual inductance of the windings can be expressed as:

LA=Z Lik (2-71)
i=l k=nA+1

Where nA and nB are the numbers conductors in windings A and B respectively. i, k are

the numbers of the individual conductors.

2.8.2 Resistance calculation

The ohmic resistance of the winding is caused by finite conductivity of the metal. An

analytic estimation of the series resistance may be obtained from the basic resistance

formula.

R - (2-72)
o-A

Where a- represents the conductivity of the material, L is the total length of the winding,

and A is the conductor cross sectional area. Another way to find the resistance is by using

DC test. This value can only be used for direct current and low frequencies studies. The

skin effect on the resistance value can be obtained by using closed formulas for different

conductor shapes or by using FEM [36].

With the increase in the supply frequency the current density becomes more and more

nonuniform due to skin and proximity effect in the metal. This origin of theses effects is

due to the penetration of time varying magnetic fields in the metal. In skin effect the

magnetic field in the metal is produced by the conductor current itself. The induced eddy

currents in the conductor force most of the current to flow near the metal conductor
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boundary. This will cause an increase in the winding resistance with the increase in the

supply frequency.

In contrast to the skin effect, the proximity effect is due to the effect of other

conductors magnetic fields on the current flow in the conductor. This effect will cause

non-uniform current distribution in the conductor. Which like the skin effect will reduce

the effective cross-sectional area of the conductor which in return will increase the

resistance. The complexity of the mathematical problem is significantly increased with

the increase in number of conductors. It is not possible to find the resistance with a closed

formula as it is possible for the skin effect. Therefore numerical methods must be used.

In order to mesh the conductor's region for the high frequency problem, the size of

the mesh elements used should be smaller than the skin depth.

2.8.3 Capacitance calculation

The shunt- or parallel capacitances (capacitance between windings or from winding

to ground) can be calculated either by using traditional analytical methods or by using

computer methods such as the electrostatic FEM. The analytical approach ignores the

field non linear effects. The electrostatic problem is solved for the calculation of

capacitances as capacitances are a function of geometry and material parameters rather

than frequency. An electrostatic analysis is assumed to be a linear analysis that means the

electric field is proportional to the applied voltage. The analysis determines the electric

scalar potential distribution caused by applied voltage. The turns were treated as perfect

conductors and hence are not meshed from inside. Boundaries of turns as well as

insulation surrounding the turn are finely meshed. The capacitance calculation is based

on the energy principle. By applying voltage on turns, the ground capacitance matrix is
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calculated from the stored static energy. Following Maxwell equation is solved during

electrostatic analysis.

V " (EV V)= -p (2-73)

Where, p is surface charge density, e is dielectric permittivity, V is electric scalar

potential.

The series capacitance is the capacitance between different turns of the same winding

and is a determinant for the electrostatic voltage distribution. In FEM electrostatic

analysis the capacitance is assumed to be function of the geometry only and thus we

ignore the frequency effect. FEM computes the compute the capacitance by solving for

the electrostatic charge (Q) using the equations Q = CV and j Q =0 .

The capacitances matrix can be expressed in term of the conductor charge (Q) and the

conductor voltage for N-conductor system as follows:

Q, = C~V +C12V2 +...+CI NVN

Q2 = C21 V, +CV2 +...+C2N N (2-74)

QN =CNIVi +CN2V2 +... +NNN

Where Q, is conductor i total charge, V is the potential on conductor i, and Cj is the i - i

component of the capacitance matrix, Cf is the i-j component of the capacitance

matrix.

In order to obtain a capacitance matrix of order N we need to run FE electrostatic

analysis N times using batch file.
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Chapter 3: Simulation of Shipboard Power System Components Using FEM

3.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with modeling of different electromagnetic power devices using

coupled-FEM. This approach was described in chapter 2. This technique will provide an

efficient way to optimize, to find out the response of the different devices under different

operating conditions, and to evaluate their operational parameters during the design

process.

3.2 Finite element modeling of the three phase power transformer

3.2.1 The FEM model

A 3-phase, 150-kVA, 240/120 V, 60 Hz, transformer was modeled using the coupled

FE-circuit method. The transformer geometry is shown in Fig. 3.1. High voltage and low

voltage windings are concentric cylinders surrounding a vertical core leg of rectangular

cross section. The conductors have constant conductivities. The primary and the

secondary windings are represented by rectangles of corresponding materials in the FE

domain. The primary side is delta connected while the secondary is star connected. The

magnetic core is an isotropic non-linear magnetic material defined by analytic saturation

curve shown in Fig 3.2.

The finite element mesh of the transformer consisting of 13645 nodes forming 5083

second order elements as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Dirichlet boundary condition was adopted on the external circle of infinite region

surrounding the transformer.

We conducted different studies to evaluate the transformer behavior under different

operating conditions and to obtain the transformer operational parameters.
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3.2.2 Three phase transformer supplying linear load

The transformer secondary is coupled to resistive load in the circuit domain as shown

in Fig. 3.4. An open circuit test is performed to obtain the magnetizing current by

connecting a very high resistor to the transformer secondary the magnetizing current is

shown in Fig 3.5.

110 mm

110 mm

E
E
0

590 mm

Fig.3.1 The used transformer geometry

3.2.3 Three phase transformer supplying non-linear load

The increase utilization of non-linear power electronics components coupled with the

more prevalent use of electronic equipments has increased the harmonics generated and

brought power quality issues on the distribution network to the forefront. The harmonics

increase can be a source of a variety of undesirable effects in the energy system. For
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example, the harmonics can cause signal interference, over-voltages, equipment

overheating, and malfunction.

Transformers are most affected with this problem and may need to be derated to as

much as 50% capacity when feeding loads with extremely distorted current waveforms

and reduction in their service life. The IEEE/ANSI C57.110-1998 standards states that a

transformer subject to nonsinusoidal load current having more than 5% total harmonics

distortion needs to be derated [53].

The common sources of harmonics and power quality problems are the non-linear

power electronic devices such as the three-phase inverter supplying motor drives. This

increase in the harmonics behavior may cause the maloperation of the control and

protective devices, increase the system losses, and increase the noise and EMC

generation in the energy system [97].

The transformer secondary side is coupled to a three phase bridge rectifier feeding

resistive-inductive load (RL load) as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Usually in industrial networks the strengths of the odd harmonics of the voltage are

higher than the strengths of the even harmonics. We conducted a number of studies with

wide variation of harmonic characteristics in the supply voltage.

We distorted the supply voltage with odd harmonics up to the 15th component. For

each harmonic component added to the voltage waveform, there are two cases; peaking

case and flattened peak case. In the peaking case, the positive peak of the harmonic

waveform coincides with the positive fundamental peak. In the flattened peak case, the

negative peak of the harmonic component coincides with the positive fundamental peak.
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Fig.3.2 Transformer core magnetizing curve
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Fig.3.3 Transformer finite element mesh details
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Fig.3.5 Transformer magnetizing current obtained from FE
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L

Transformer

3 phase Coupled FE Model
Voltage
source

Fig.3.6. Circuit model of the transformer, source and nonlinear load

Ideal Voltage Source 3rd harmonic

100 100

50 Q 50

2 0 c 0

U -50 -50 P
t' -- "-- F

-100 -100 M3

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 0.005 0.01 0.015
time time

5rd harmonic 7th harmonic

100 100

_ 50 50

0 0 I:

S-5o0 -5o0
., i -- "--- F -- "-- F

-100 M5 -100 ......... M7

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 0.005 0.01 0.015
time time

Fig.3.7. Transformer secondary current for ideal voltage supply and voltage supply

distorted by 3rd 5 'h, and 7th harmonics
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The study includes the following scenarios:

a. Ideal supply voltage,

b. Supply voltage distorted by the 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonic components

(peaking or flattened), respectively with a peak value 10% fundamental peak,

and

c. Supply voltage distorted by odd harmonic components (3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th,

11th, 13th, 15th) combined, with one of the harmonic component 10% of the

fundamental peak and the other with different lower percentage (between

0.1% - 3% of the fundamental).

9th harmonic 11th harmonic

100 100

Q 50 Q 50

a 0 a 0

( j -50 p U -50 P
-100 F-+-1 F F

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 0.005 0.01 0.015

time time
13th harmonic 15th harmonic

100 100

2 50 2 50

N 0 N 0

0 -50 p U -50 P

-100 -- "-- F -100 ---- F

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 0.005 0.01 0.015
time time

Fig.3.8. Transformer secondary current for supply distorted by 9 h, 11 t, 13 h and 15 h

harmonics
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Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 shows transformer phase A secondary current obtained from FE

under different voltage supply harmonics.

Fig. 3.9 shows the magnetizing current under different voltage supply harmonics.

Fig. 3.10 and 3.11 shows the converter DC side current under different voltage supply

harmonics.

Here 'Mx' stands for a waveform that contains a number of harmonics with 'x' as the

highest harmonic component (10% of the fundamental). And, 'P' and 'F' stand for

peaking case and flattened case respectively.

Ideal Voltage Source 3rd harmonic

10 10

0/0 ''

-/ F

-10 -10 M3

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 0.005 0.01 0.015
time time
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10 10 IX

5 5

0 0

a -5 a -5 P~
F F

-10 M5 -10 M7

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0 0.005 0.01 0.015
time time

Fig.3.9. Transformer secondary current for different supply harmonics
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Fig.3.10. DC side current for ideal supply and supply distorted by 3 d 5 h , and 7 th

harmonics
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Fig.3.11. DC side current for supply distorted by 9th , 13th and 15'h harmonics
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3.2.4 Three phase transformer inductances profile

The transformer inductances were calculated using energy perturbation method (E/C)

techniques described in section 2.8.1 in chapter 2.

In order to study the effect of the saturation level on the self and mutual inductances

of the six windings of the transformer, these inductances were calculated at 25%, 50%,

75%, 100%, and 125% of the rated magnetizing current. The results of this study give 36

sets of inductances.

Since Mik = ML] the inductances we have to find will be 21 inductances (6 self

inductances plus 15 mutual inductances). These inductances are listed in (3-1). Figure

3.12 through Fig. 3.32 shows the transformer primary inductances, secondary inductances

and the mutual inductance as a function of the magnetizing current over a complete cycle.

Self Inductance of primary phase A with respect to the magnetizing current

0.1 ------ T -- r V ---

0.095
0.095 -- \\ r -- - - - - -- /

S.08 - - - -

0.05 -- --

0.08 -fl - - '.... - -

-I 4

I I 1I /I 7' I ,44"

I I I / I I' I

0.075 S- --- -r- - - - --- - -

-v 75%JI I I I I I I0.05 - - - - - -
I I IIIIII I I

0.06----------------'-1---------
I I. . . . . . . . 5%lm

I I I I I I

------- 5% Im
0.05 -----------------------------

I I I I I I0.055---- ---- - - -- -- '-------- 100%Im

I -f

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016
time (sec)

Fig.3.12. Transformer phase a primary inductance as a function of the magnetizing

current
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LAA LAB LAC LAa LAh LAc

LAB LBB LBC LBa LBb LBc

Le Le Le Le Le Le
L = AC BC cc Ca Cb Cc (3-1)

LA LBa LCa Laa Lab Lac

LAb LBb LCb Lab Lbb Lb

LAc LBc Lee Lac Lbc Lee

Mutual Inductance between primary A and primary B with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.13. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a primary and phase b primary

side as a function of the magnetizing current

The Figures show the high dependency of the transformer self and mutual

inductances value on the core saturation. The inductance has its lowest value when the

core is most saturated and its highest value when the core saturation is at its lowest level.

These inductance will be used later to build the phase variable model.
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Mutual Inductance between primary A and primary C with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.14. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a primary and phase c primary

as a function of the magnetizing current
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Fig.3.15. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a primary and phase a secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Mutual Inductance between primary A and secondary B with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.16. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a primary and phase b secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Fig.3.17. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a primary and phase c secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Self Inductance of primary phase B with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.18. Transformer phase b primary inductance as a function of the magnetizing

current
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Fig.3.19. Transformer mutual inductance between phase b primary and phase c primary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Mutual Inductance between primary B and secondary A with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.20. Transformer mutual inductance between phase b primary and phase a secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Fig.3.21. Transformer mutual inductance between phase b primary and phase b secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Mutual Inductance between primary B and secondary C with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.22. Transformer mutual inductance between phase b primary and phase c secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Fig.3.23. Transformer phase c primary inductance as a function of the magnetizing

current
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Mutual Inductance between primary C and secondary A with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.24. Transformer mutual inductance between phase c primary and phase a secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Fig.3.25. Transformer mutual Inductance between phase c primary and phase b secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Mutual Inductance between primary C and secondary C with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.26. Transformer mutual inductance between phase c primary and phase c secondary

side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Fig.3.27. Transformer phase a secondary inductance as a function of the magnetizing

current
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Mutual Inductance between secondary a and secondary b with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.28. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a secondary and phase b

secondary side as a function of the magnetizing current

x 10-3 Mutual Inductance between secondary a and secondary b
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Fig.3.29. Transformer mutual inductance between phase a secondary and phase c

secondary side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Self Inductance of Secondary phase B with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.30. Transformer phase b secondary inductance as a function of the magnetizing

current

Mutual Inductance between secondary b and secondary c with respect to the Im
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Fig. 3.31. Transformer mutual inductance between phase b secondary and phase c

secondary side as a function of the magnetizing current
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Self Inductance of Secondary phase C with respect to the Im
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Fig.3.32. Transformer phase c secondary inductance as a function of the magnetizing

current

The Frequency dependent of the Transformer Resistance
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Fig.3.33. Transformer resistance frequency dependence
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3.2.5 Transformer parameters frequency dependence

An FE study was performed to study the variation of transformer parameters with the

frequency range of our study. The results are shown in figure 3-33 and 3.34 respectively.

The winding resistance is increasing with the frequency increase while the transformer

inductance is decreasing with the frequency increase. The resistance has a maximum

change of 49.6% increase, while the inductance has a maximum change 7 6 .7 2 % decrease.

The Frequency Dependent of the Transformer Inductance
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3.. Th FE model1 I

FEM was used to model a 125-kVA, 2000/440 V, 60 Hz, single phase, shell type

transformer with sandwich coils. The transformer geometry is shown in Fig. 3.35.

The finite element mesh of the transformer consisting of 10477 nodes forming 5026

second order elements as illustrated in Fig. 3.35. The low and high voltage windings are
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divided into four sections and arranged in medium reactance configuration shown in Fig.

3.35. The primary and the secondary coils are represented by rectangles of corresponding

materials in the FE domain.

LrN[F I CtfT1 T r~

1:It TCf I

Fig.3.35. The 125 kVA transformer geometry and the mesh details

3.3.2 The transformer inductances profile

The Transformer inductances were calculated using energy perturbation method

(E/C) techniques described in section 2.8.1 in chapter 2. As in the previous section in

order to evaluate the effect of the saturation the self and mutual inductances of the

transformer, were calculated at 25%o, 50%o, '75%, 100%, and 125% of the rated

transformer magnetizing current. Figure 3.36 through Fig. 3.38 shows the transformer

primary inductances, secondary inductances and the mutual inductance between the
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primary and secondary side as a function of the magnetizing current over a complete

cycle.

Primary Inductance
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Fig.3.36. Transformer primary inductance as a function of the magnetizing current

Mutual Inductance between the transformer primary and the secondary
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Fig.3.37. Transformer mutual inductance between the primary and secondary side as a

function of the magnetizing current
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Secondary Inductance
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Fig.3.38. Transformer secondary inductance as a function of the magnetizing current

Fig.3.39. Induction Motor finite element mesh detail

3.4 Finite element model of the three phase Induction motor

3.4.1 The FE model description

FEM was used to model a 3-phase, 380 V, 4 pole, Y-connected, 36 stator slots, 28

rotor bars, 1751 rpm, 60 Hz, induction motor. The conductors have constant

conductivities. The winding is double layered. The stator and rotor iron cores are

isotropic non-linear magnetic material.
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Dirichlet boundary condition was adopted on the machine outer diameter. The FE

analysis has been coupled to circuit simulation.

Squirrel cage Phase coils

- - - -- - - -

'N _

Bar end impedances

Fig.3.40. Circuit domain model of the induction motor

The phase currents in stator and rotors are solved together with the magnetic vector

potential using the line voltages as input variables as described in chapter 2. The external

circuit connections are used to describe the electrical connectivity between the

conducting regions, external loads, and power supplies. The rotor cage end rings and bar

ends impedances are represented in the circuit domain. Due to the symmetry, only quarter

of the motor is modeled. The finite element mesh of the motor covers one quarter of the

cross section, as illustrated in Fig. 3.39.

The finite element mesh of the motor consists of 43721 nodes forming 21822 second

order elements. The mesh size is selected in coordination with the supply frequency.

Figure 3.40 shows the circuit domain model of the whole system with induction coils,

the voltage source, and the rotor cage end rings and bar ends impedances. The voltage

supply of the motor is sinusoidal and symmetric in both stator and rotor. Fig. 3.41 shows

the motor three phase starting currents obtained from the FE model.
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Fig.3.41. Induction motor three phase starting currents
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Fig.3.42. Induction motor phase a current for ideal supply and supply distorted by the 3rd,

5c", and 7'" harmonics
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3.4.2 Effect of supply harmonics on the induction machine

In this case study, the three-phase cage induction motor is connected to the harmonic

distorted voltage source. The motor resistance is frequency-dependent due to conductor

skin effects and eddy current losses. The resistance normally increases with frequency in

the form ofha, where h is the harmonic order and a is in the range of 0.5 to 1.5.

We conducted a number of studies with wide variation of harmonic characteristics in

the supply voltage. We distorted the supply voltage with odd harmonics up to the 7th

component. For each harmonic component added to the voltage waveform, there are two

cases; peaking case and flattened peak case. In the peaking case, the positive peak of the

harmonic waveform coincides with the positive fundamental peak.

Ideal Source 3rd harmonic
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0 ,. _0 --

-20 Z-20

2-40 -40
o 

0 
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time time

Fig.3.43. Induction motor torque profile for ideal supply and supply distorted by 3r, 5 th

and 7th harmonics
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In the flattened peak case, the negative peak of the harmonic component coincides with

the positive fundamental peak.

Figure 3-42 and 3-43 shows the induction motor three phase stator currents and the

toque waveforms obtained from FEM under different ideal, 3rd harmonic distorted, 5 th

harmonic distorted, and 7 th harmonics distorted voltage source respectively.

The torque ripples increase in the presence of harmonics. The peaked harmonic case

is the worst case of torque ripple for all the harmonics.

3.5 Finite element modeling of three phase cable

3.5.1 The used geometry

Cables are important element in the shipboard power system transient analysis.

Analytical Formulas can not be used to calculate the cable parameters because of the

proximity effect. Anaytical formulas are not suitable for complex geometries [203]. Two

cable geometries were modeled using FEM, three phase cable with triangle conductors

and three phase cable with circle conductors. The first cable type consists of three

triangle sectors phase copper conductors. The cable insulation system consists of inner

insulators between the phase conductors and the protective braiding and outer insulators

around the protective braiding. The phase conductor's sharp corners of are beveled to

reduce the field stress at the corners. The cable geometry is shown in Fig 3.44.

The second cable type consists of three circle sectors phase conductors. All

conductors are made of copper. The cable insulation system consists of inner and outer

insulators and a protective braiding (steel tape). The finite element mesh of the cable

consists of 50157 nodes forming 25030 second order elements. The cable geometry and

the mesh details are shown in Fig 3.45.
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In classical two-dimensional modeling of cables, several idealizing assumptions are

usually made:

1. The cable is assumed to be long and thus the FE model becomes a two-

dimensional one.

2. The conductors have constant conductivities and relative permeabilities.

3. The steel tape has a constant conductivity but its relative permeability is non-

linear permeability defined with a model of analytic saturation curve with

bend adjustment.

Figure 3-46 and 3-47 shows the Magnetic Flux Density distribution inside the triangle

and circle cable respectively at t=10 msec. The finite element mesh of the first type cable

consists of 69005 nodes forming 34424 second order elements.

Steel braidinq

Cable Insulation Air

Phase conductors

Fig.3.44. The triangle conductors cable geometry
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Dirichlet boundary condition was adopted on the external circle of infinite region

surrounding the cable.

3.5.2 Low frequency parameters calculation

The triangle conductors cable inductances were calculated by energy perturbation

method described in chapter 2. The inductances matrix results are shown in Table 3-1.

prultcli elrcel braiding

-- CabYlnsulabci

Phase ronnurrrs

Fig.3.45. The circle conductors cable type geometry and mesh details

Fig.3.46. The triangle conductors cable flux density distribution @ t=10 msec
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The capacitance matrix was then calculated using the energy approach described in

section 2.8.3. The results are shown in Table 3-2.

Fig.3.47. The circle conductors cable Flux density distribution @ t=10 msec

Table 3-1 The triangle conductors cable inductance matrix

Phase A Phase B Phase C

Phase A 0.113 pH/m 0.112 pH/m 0.111 pH/m
Phase B 0.112 pH/m 0.113 pH/m 0.112 pH/m
Phase C 0.111 pH/m 0.112 pH/m 0.113 pH/m

Table 3-2 The triangle conductors cable capacitance matrix

Phase A Phase B Phase C

Phase A 0.277 pF/m 0.066 pF/m 0.023 pF/m

Phase B 0.066 pF/m 0.306 pF/m 0.066 pF/m
Phase C 0.023 pF/m 0.066 pF/m 0.277 pF/m

The second cable type inductances and capacitances were calculated by energy

perturbation method and the energy approach as described above. The results are shown

in Table 3-3 and 3-4 respectively.
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Table 3-3 The circle conductors cable inductance Matrix

Phase A Phase B Phase C

Phase A 1.89x10-'H/m 2.75x10-H/m 2.75x10-'H/m

Phase B 2.75 x10-8H / m 1.89 x10 H / m 2.75 x 10-'H /m

Phase C 2.75 x10-'H / m 2.75 x10-'H /m 1.89 x10-
7 H / m

The capacitance matrix was calculated utilizing the energy approach described in Chapter

2. The results are shown in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4 The circle conductors cable capacitance matrix

Phase A Phase B Phase C

Phase A 1.934x10 ~'"F/m 0.4269x10-'°F/m 0.4269x10-'QF/m

Phase B 0.4269x10' 0 F/m 1.934x10-'°F/m 0.4269x10-'°F/m

Phase C 0.4269x10-'°F/m 0.4269x1 0 -'QF/m 1.934x10-'°F/m

3.5.3 High frequency parameters calculation

Under PWM operating condition the cable resistance, inductance and capacitance

behave differently from the low frequency operation. The conductors have skin and

proximity effects which cause resistance to be much higher than its value at low

frequency. The inductance value decreases with an increase in the operating frequency

while the capacitance effect comes in the picture at high frequency. The calculation of the

cable frequency dependent impedance is very crucial for the shipboard power system

transient analysis.

A magnetodynamic FE analysis was performed to obtain the two cable frequency

response by varying the primary voltage source frequency with the other side is short
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circuited. In order to mesh the conductor region for the high frequency eddy current

problem, care must be taken such that the size of the elements used should be smaller

than the skin depth associated with the supply frequency. Fig. 3.48 shows the mesh

details for the circle conductor cable.

Figure 3.49 and 3.50 shows respectively the current distribution change and the

variation of the cable resistance and inductance with the frequency change for the triangle

conductor's cable.

Fig.3.48. The circle conductors cable mesh detail for the high frequency study

Figure 3.51 and 3.52 shows respectively the current distribution change and the

variation of the cable resistance and inductance with the supply frequency change for the

circle conductor's cable. The cable resistance value increased with the frequency increase

while the inductance value decreased with the frequency increase.
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The simultaneous excitation of phase conductors is performed to consider the

proximity effects. The losses associated with the proximity effect are losses in a

conductor due to currents in all other conductors. Proximity effects are far more than skin

effects while calculating the resistance values at high frequency operation.

@ 60 Hz @8060 Hz @100 kHz

Fig.3.49. The triangle conductors cable current distribution at different frequencies
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Fig.3.50. The triangle conductors cable resistance and inductance variation with the

supply frequency
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@ 60 Hz @8060 Hz @100 kHz

Fig.3.51. The circle conductors cable current distribution at different frequencies
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Fig.3.52. the circle conductors resistance and inductance variation with the supply

frequency
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Chapter 4: Simulation of Shipboard Power System Components under

Abnormal Operating Conditions Using FEM

4.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with modeling of electromagnetic power devices under internal

fault conditions using coupled-FEM. For a coupled-FE model, when a fault occurs inside

the equipment, the magnetic flux distribution is fundamentally altered as well as the

current in the circuit domain. But, the equipment terminal behavior still satisfies the

coupled field circuit equations. Thus obtaining the faulty equipment behavior is achieved

by solving these coupled equations.

This modeling approach includes the saturation effect, and other magnetic core non

linear effects that usually ignored with other circuit based models. The circuit domain

will provide us with the ability to generate faults at different instants.

The results of this study can be used to evaluate the protection system response,

generate a database of fault cases, chose the suitable relay settings, optimize the

equipment design and evaluate fault-tolerant control strategies.

4.2 Finite element modeling of the power transformer with internal faults

4.2.1 Transformer model with internal fault

Early detection and diagnosis of transformer internal faults are desirable for condition

assessment, maintenance schedule and improved operational efficiency of the

transformer. Transformer fault diagnosis requires accurate modeling of transformer under

fault conditions, particularly internal faults. Nearly 70% of transformer failures are

caused by undetected turn-to-turn faults. These faults usually begin as undetected turn-to-

turn faults in a coil, which progress to phase-to-phase or phase-to-ground short circuit
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faults. Because of costly repair, down time, and safety consideration, early detection of

transformer internal faults is highly desirable.

The main objective of modeling transformers with internal fault is the lack of

comprehensive field fault test databases. With internal faults the transformer modeling is

more complex because the field picture totally changes. This in turn will affect the

transformer parameters. Finite elements can be used to model the transformer under

different internal faults and take into consideration its effect on the transformer

parameters.

Most of the modeling methods for internal faults utilize a transformer pre-computed

self and mutual inductances obtained from the short and open circuit test for the

transformer or from the transformer manufacturer data. The faulty coil is divided into

two or more subcoils according to the fault type, location, and number of turns involved,

the self and mutual inductances between the newly created subcoils and the rest of the

transformer coils are then evaluated by using the principles of consistency, leakage, and

proportionality [58]. This technique assumes linear change in these parameters after the

fault occurrence and therefore ignores the local saturation and leakage flux change due to

the fault.

When a fault occurs, the distribution of the magnetic flux is fundamentally altered as

well as the current is the circuit domain. But the electromagnetic field still satisfies the

PDE of equations 2-9 and 2-13 and the current still satisfies the circuit equations 2-16.

Thus obtaining the faulty transformer behavior is reduced to solving the three equations.

In order to simulate the internal faults geometry modification as well as circuit

modification is necessary. The modification is based on the location of the internal fault,
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the number of turns involved in the internal faults, and type of the internal fault. The

faulty coil is divided between two sub-coils, say (a and b) according to the fault location

and number of turns involved. To simulate a turn to ground fault the transformer primary

or secondary side the faulty coil is divided between two sub-coils coil (a and b) in the FE

domain as well as in the circuit domain as shown in Fig. 4.1 a.

For turn to turn fault the faulty winding was subdivided into three subcoils (a,b, and

c) in the FE domain as well as in the circuit domain. A turn to turn fault was also imposed

by short circuit the two coils (a and b) in the circuit domain by using a time control

switch as shown in Fig. 4.1 b.

FE-Domain Circuit-Domain FE-Domain Circuit-Domain

a
a

a b
abb

Cc

bb

Fig.4.1. FE domain and circuit domain representation of the transformer primary coils for

(a) turn to ground Fault (b) turn to turn Fault

A time control switch was utilized to generate the fault in the circuit domain as shown

in Fig. 4.1 at the desired time. Figure 4.2 shows the circuit model of the whole system

with transformer, source, and the non-linear load.
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The transformer behavior with internal fault condition was investigated under

sinusoidal source and nonsinusoidal source. Thus we will consider the effect of supply

harmonics on the fault features.

>77
L

Fig.4.2. Circuit model of the transformer with internal fault on its secondary side, source

and nonlinear load

4.2.2 Transformer model with arcing internal fault

An Arcing fault is a form of short circuit condition with a fault current magnitude that

varies according to the fault conditions. The term "arcing" is defined as a luminous

conduction of electricity across an insulating medium usually air, and usually cause a

damage that is limited to the fault area. The conduction takes place when the electric field

intensity exceeds the insulation material breakdown strength (Around 30 kV/cm for air).

Arcing faults have deadly thermal and mechanical consequences on the transformer; the
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resulting temperature may reach several thousand degrees Celsius and may cause

conductors at the fault point to melt and may lead to a fire [98].

The arc model describes the non-linear relationship between the arc voltage and the

arc current [95]. Most arc modeling techniques start with assuming a big resistance and

advanced until it reaches a combination of resistor, inductor, voltage sources, and

capacitors. The arc model parameters are usually obtained experimentally.

We utilized in our study an arc model that is described by the following differential

equation [95]:

Vc = Ria,, + L darc + (C +C x g)i 2  (4-1)
dt

Where, Varc , Zarc , R, L, g, , C, and C2 represent the arc voltage, the arc current, the

arc resistance, the arc resistance, the arc length, C1 and C2 are constants. The magnitude

of these parameters can be obtained from experimental tests. Figure 4.3 shows the arc

equivalent circuit.

(C + C X g)i02 Larc Rarc

Time Time
Controlled Controlled

Switch Switch

Fig.4.3. The arc equivalent circuit

The arc was incorporated in the transformer FE model by indirect coupling between

FEM model and Simulink implementation. During the time-stepping simulation, the
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variables were passed directly back and forth between the FEM and arc Simulink model.

Fig. 4.4 shows an outline of the coupling between FEM and Simulink.

. - - -- -- -- r ~~~~~ - -~~ - - -
Arc Current

I External I
l Arc ModelCircuit

Arc Voltage _

Windings System Simulator

Magnetic
Field FEM-CIRCUIT

SIMULATOR
L ..--- .......

Fig.4.4. Outline of coupling between FEM and the arc model

4.2.3 Simulation results

Six different internal fault types were simulated: turn-to-ground fault on the phase c

primary side, turn-to-ground fault on the phase c secondary side, turn-to-turn fault on the

phase c primary, turn-to-turn fault on phase c secondary, arcing turn-to-ground fault on

the primary side, and arcing turn-to-turn fault on the phase c primary side winding.

The fault was initiated at 0.0333 second. Figure 4.5 shows the magnetic flux

distribution inside the transformer at t=0.1884 sec for normal operation, turn-to-turn fault,

and turn-to-ground fault on the transformer phase c secondary windings under PWM

supply. Figure 4.6 shows the magnetic flux distribution inside the transformer at
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t=0.1884 sec for turn-to-turn fault, and turn-to-ground fault on the transforner phase "c"

primary side windings under sinusoidal supply. In these figures, the flux line circulating

around the coils is the leakage flux. It's clear that the magnetic flux distribution is

fundamentally altered during these faults. There is a large radial component of leakage

flux around the shorted turn.

For an internal fault on the primary winding of phase c, either it is a turn-to-ground or

turn-to-turn fault, there will be a current increase in phase c and phase a and a decrease

in phase b current while their secondary winding current's does not change. The

percentage increase in the primary current is higher in case of turn-to-ground fault.

N'N \ I/

,iI

/ 

- N

Nlrnhl Operatiol T uIrn-to-[urn F:ult Tern-to-(:r und Iault

Fig.4.5. Transformer magnetic flux distribution for different cases on the secondary side

Figure 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 shows the transformer three phase primary currents and DC

side for currents turn-to-ground and arcing turn-to ground under PWM supply.

Figure 4.9 shows the transformer three phase primary and DC side currents for turn-

to-turn, and arcing turn-to-turn faults on the primary side under PWM supply.

Furthermore, the transformer secondary winding fault on phase c, either it is a turn-to-
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ground or turn-to-turn fault, the primary currents in phase a and phase c will increase

while the primary current of phase b, the secondary currents and the do side current will

decrease.

li 1 '. I 1 i' 1_I

.I

Turn-to-Turn internal fault Turn-to-ground internal fault

Fig.4.6. Transformer magnetic flux distribution for different cases on the primary side
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Fig.4.7. Transformer primary currents and the DC side for turn-to-ground faults
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Fig.4.8. Transformer primary currents and the DC side for different arcing faults
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Fig.4.9. Transformer primary currents and the DC side for different turn-to-turn faults

Figure 4.10 shows the transformer three phase primary currents, three phase

secondary currents and the DC side current for turn-to-ground and turn-to-turn faults on

the transformer phase c secondary side under PWM supply.
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Fig.4.10. Transformer three phase primary, secondary, and DC currents for secondary

turn-to -ground and turn-to-turn internal faults

4.3 Finite element model of the three phase induction machine with internal fault

4.3.1 Introduction

Induction motors are widely used in many industrial processes because they are cost

effective and mechanically robust. Because of costly machinery repair, down time, and

safety consideration, early detection of motor internal faults is highly desirable.
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In general, fault diagnosis of induction motors has concentrated on sensing failures in

one of three major components, the stator, the rotor, and the bearings. Approximately

36% of induction motor failures are caused by failure of the stator windings, and these

faults usually begin as undetected turn-to-turn faults in a coil, which progress to phase-to-

phase or phase-to-ground short circuit faults. Rotor failures account for 5-10% of total

induction motor failures [84-86].

Stator faults are the main cause of induction motors outages. These faults are caused

by four different types of stresses acting on insulation system, mechanical stress,

electrical stress, thermal stress, and the surrounding environment [84].

In this section we will address broken squirrel-cage bars fault, and stator turn-to-turn

faults. Modeling of induction motors with internal faults is the first step in the design of

the fault detection algorithms and the evaluate fault tolerant control strategies.

For internal faults the modeling situation is more complex because the field picture

totally changes which in turn will affect the motor parameters. Finite element can be used

to model the induction motor under different internal faults. FEM takes into consideration

the local change of the magnetic permeability due to the slotting effect. The field-circuit

coupling allows us to simulate the operating conditions of the induction motor with the

real power supply connections.

4.3.2 The FE model

Unlike the normal operation model the geometry is not symmetrical because of the

fault, so the full geometry has to be used. The finite element mesh of the induction motor

consisting of 43721 nodes forming 21822 second order elements as illustrated in Fig.

4.11.
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In order to simulate the internal faults geometry modification as well as circuit

modification is necessary. The modification is based on the location of the internal fault,

and the number of turns involved in the internal faults. Stator turn to turn fault is caused

by an insulation breakdown between two turns. To simulate a stator turn to turn fault,

coils representing the faulty turns are short circuited by using a time control switch in the

circuit domain as shown in Fig. 4.12. The circuit domain representation of the induction

motor with internal fault is shown in Fig. 4.13.

Fig.4. 1. Finite element mesh of the induction motor
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The broken bars are realized by assigning high resistivity to the broken bars. The fault

severity is changed by varying the number of broken bars and the number of stator

shorted turns. A combination of the two faults is also investigated. The behavior of

induction motor with internal fault was investigated under sinusoidal source and PWM

source.

Time Control Switch

c b
b

a a

FE Domain Circuit Domain

Fig.4.12. FE and circuit domain representation of the induction motor turn to turn internal

fault

V1 U

7BAi BA2 BA3 BAQ2 BAQ3 BAQ4 R1 L1

V2
Si

BB1 BB2 B83 R2 L2
2202 8803 2204

V3 BC2

BC3 R3
BC1 CC02 BC2 BC04

Fig.4.13. Circuit model of the Induction motor with stator internal fault
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Normal Operation flux distribution Flux distribution With 12 shorted turns with
Under Sinusoidal Source five Broken Bar Under Sinusoidal Source

Fig.4.14. Magnetic flux distribution for normal operation and for 12 shorted turns with

five broken bars under sinusoidal source

4.3.3 Simulation results

The magnetic flux distribution is fundamentally altered during internal faults. Figure

4.14 shows the magnetic flux distribution for healthy motor and for 12 shorted turns with

five broken bars motor under sinusoidal voltage source.

In the case of broken rotor bars, the magnetic field is no longer sinusoidal around the

air-gap circumference due to the lack of induced currents in the broken bars. The high

resistance of the broken bars will cause unsymmetrical rotor currents distribution. The

rotor currents which are unable to flow through the broken bars are flowing in the

adjacent bars. This increases the currents flowing through the bars next to the broken bars

as shown in Fig. 4.15. This will lead to thermal stress in these bars. It should be noted

that the total rotor currents is reduced due to broken bars fault and the reduction is
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proportional to the number of faulty broken bars. This will lead to degradation in the

machine performance and increase the toque ripples.

-- - Broken bas

Fig.4.15. Current distribution in the induction machine bars under broken bars fault

Also, in the stator and rotor teeth near broken bars there is an increase in the magnetic

flux density which gives rise to local saturation, which will affect the motor harmonic

behavior. In the case of stator shorted turns fault the air gap vector magnetic potential

field is no longer symmetrical.

Figure 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 show the magnetic vector potential in the air-gap for

different internal faults under sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal supply.

Figure 4.18 shows the induction machine torque for healthy motor, four broken bars,

and stator with 12 shorted turns under sinusoidal voltage supply. It can be observed from

the graph that the internal faults effect on the machine in the transient and steady state is

very noticeable.
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Fig.4.16. Magnetic vector potential in the middle of the air-gap for different cases under

sinusoidal supply
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Fig.4.17. Magnetic vector potential in the middle of the air-gap for different cases under

non-sinusoidal supply
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Fig.4.19. Induction machine phase a current for different internal faults under sinusoidal

source
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Figure 4.19 shows the induction machine phase a current for one broken bar, five

broken bars, stator with 44 shorted turns, and stator with 44 shorted turns with five

broken bar under sinusoidal voltage supply.

Figure 4.20 shows the induction machine three phase currents for one broken bar, five

broken bars, 44 shorted turns, and stator with 44 shorted turns with five broken bars

under sinusoidal voltage supply.

Figure 4.21 shows the induction machine three phase currents one broken bar, five

broken bars, 44 shorted turns, and stator with 44 shorted turns with five broken bars

under PWM voltage supply.
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Fig.4.20. Induction machine three phase currents for different internal faults under

sinusoidal source
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Fig.4.21. Induction machine phase a current for different internal faults under non-

sinusoidal source
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Chapter 5: Modeling of Shipboard Power System Components for Low

Frequency Studies

5.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with modeling of different electromagnetic power devices in the

selected system simulator. This approach use FEM models developed in chapter 3 to

build a Simulink equivalent phase variable model for different electromagnetic devices.

In addition to Simulink we utilized SimPowerSystems toolbox which is a Simulink

toolbox to conduct our system studies. SimPowerSystems can be used to model electrical,

mechanical, and control systems in one simulation environment [27].

5.2 Phase variable model of permanent magnet synchronous machine

5.2.1 Introduction

This modeling technique was suggested and developed by O.A. Mohammed et al.

[11-19] to overcome the d-q model inaccuracy especially when considering the switching

frequency effects such as current and torque ripple. The d-q model for electrical machines

ignore the core related effects and their effect on the machine operational parameters. It

assumes sinusoidal distribution of air gap flux density and obviously all the derived

waveforms from it. Despite, the ability of the d-q model to accurately predict the motor

current fundamental component and the average value of torque near nominal operating

conditions, the model accuracy deteriorates at other operating points far from the nominal

operating conditions [96].

The conventional d-q motor model typically used in electric drive simulations is

inaccurate in predicting the machine behavior, except for the current fundamental

component and the average torque near rated operating conditions. Predictions of current
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and torque ripple are often in error by a factor of two to five [96]. Furthermore, d-q

model becomes mathematically inaccurate when the symmetry of mutual inductances is

removed for some specific design considerations. This is certainly the case as we increase

the number of poles in the machine to increase power density but in the process have a

small number of slots per pole per phase. Also during the transient conditions when stator

and rotor mmfs are not constant in magnitude or in angle with respect to each other then

harmonic components are generated in the electrical and mechanical system. These

harmonic components can not be described accurately using d-q frame of reference.

Therefore a new modeling technique was introduced called the phase variable model

to represent the machine in actual three phase reference frame instead of regular d-q

frame of reference specifically designed for use with inverter models to evaluate the

machine-inverter interaction. Unlike the d-q model, the phase variable machine model

take into consideration the inductances rotor position dependence, flux linkage rotor

position dependence due to permanent magnets, low frequency saturation, eddy currents,

cogging torque and geometrical effects such as slotting. Another advantage of developing

this model was to enhance the speed of operation. FE model takes a long time to attain a

solution while phase variable model reaches steady state within a short time period

compared to FE model.

Due to high performance, permanent magnet synchronous machines are becoming

quite popular throughout the industry. Therefore in this dissertation these types of

machines are considered. System simulators like Simulink provide a user-friendly

interface for the dynamic modeling of electrical machines. In Simulink, there are

different kinds of forced-commutated electronic switches such as IGBTs, MOSFETs, and
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GTOs which can be used to study an integrated motor drive system [27]. Also different

control algorithms and controller design can easily be implemented. Therefore the

Simulink is selected as the system simulator and all models have to be Simulink

compatible.

5.2.2 Details of the phase variable model

This section describes the mathematical foundation for the physical phase variable

model. Equations (5-1) through (5-5) describe the system of electrical and mechanical

equations governing the machine in the abc frame of reference.

V bc= Rabci +dVabf('Q , 0)/dt (5-1)

VY abc abc,0) =V sabc 'abc, 0)+ Yra (0 ) (5-2)

1 dLab(iac,0). +T drabc (0)+ () (5-3)~: 2 abc d O abc abc dO

J -T -B o-T (5-4)
dt

d= 
(5-5)

dt

Where,

Vabc, 'abc : terminal voltage vector and current vector

0, co : rotation angle/rotor position, and angular speed

Ra&, Labc (abc, 0): resistance matrix and inductance matrix of stator winding,

/abc ('ac' 0), Vsalc (iabc' 0), 7' rabc (0): total stator winding flux linkage vector , stator

winding flux linkage contributed by its own currents and flux linkage contributed by

rotor PM
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Tn,, T Q$ (0), T : output torque, cogging torque, and load torque respectively

p : number of pole pairs.

J , B : inertia and friction factor

Vsabc = [ sa Vsb Ysc] = Lab, (iab,0) abe

Laa iac,) Lab (afr,0) Lac 1 (ab,0)]F i (5-6)
= L (iabc,0) Lcb(iabc,0) L c(iabc,0) i

For the PM motor, Lab, (ib,,0) is current-independent. It can be simplified as La" (0).

La& (0) is obtained by using the energy perturbation method based on the nonlinear

transient FE analysis. The inductances calculated are apparent inductances. Te (0) as

well as Vabc (0) are evaluated through a transient nonlinear FE analysis without applying

stator winding excitation.

This model is built using SimPowerSystems Simulink toolbox elements e.g.

controlled voltage source, resistor etc. as well as user developed components such as

adjustable inductance component. For nonlinear saturated inductances, there are three

kinds of definitions: apparent inductance La,,, effective inductance Lf and incremental

inductance L .

Lap = V/li (5-7)

Leff = 2W / i2  (5-8)

Linc =a y/i (5-9)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (5-2) w.r.t. time yields:
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da l t a VI l ia a wsa l aib a lae aat 8a a a d yra dt

dybldt = ra aaia aYsb/aib a/bl/ae aliat + a/Sb/ao0 + dVbrdt (5-10)
d ye /d a 'sc la'a a K / aib a V _ _aic a a aea a d aiat a dt

Where, ysa (iabcl 0), ,V b (iabc, 0) and y' (iabc, 0) are flux linkages contributed by the

winding currents. They can be expressed using the apparent inductances as follows:

lsa (bc' ) - ap (Gabc, ')a +Lab (tab',)'b +La c'(abe,0) (5-11)

V sb( Gab, =c' ()= I (ie0)i + LbpP (Gi,O)l, +L bp (Gac,') c (5-12)

,s clabcO)L"7 (aO)ia + L"7 (iBc)ib + iab,'Q)i, (5-13)

Considering that the inductance of a PM motor is independent of the stator winding

current, one can obtain from (5-10), (5-11), (5-12) and (5-13):

dwaldt~ Lap( ) La"" (0) Lapp (B)dialdt
dyl/dt = Lbap () Lbb(B) L"§p(O) dib/dt

dye/dt Lap(O) L"ap(O) Lp (0) die/dt
a b(5-14)

dLp (t )/d dLa7pP(0B)d0 dLaPP( )/dO i~ ea1( )

+ dLaa (0)/do dLa (0)/dO dLa7 (0)/do! ib 1(+ eb(O)

dL~aa (0)/do dLa7 (9)/do dLaa (9)/do L ij ee (0)

Dropping the apparent notation and substituting (5-14) in (5-1), we obtain voltage

equation as follows:

va ~ra 0 0 iL aa Lab Lac dia /dt

vb = 0 rb 0 ib + Lba Lbb Lbc dib/dt

ve _0 0 re ie Lea Lcb Lee die l dt_
(5-15)

dLaa /dO dLab /d0 dLae /dO] a ea
+ dLA/d0 dLbb/dO dLe/d0 ib co+ eb

LdLca/Id dLb/d0 dLee/dj i eI

For clarity, writing above equation individually.
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v=i r +[L, (0) di +L(0) dib L,, (0) dij Ka'1"c' (0) cye(O) ] (5-16)
dt dt dt [ 0 0)

v, =Ir +[L (0)di" +L +(0) Lo)di aVI (0w e (5-17)
dt b dt b dt 0 b(0)

V1 =ir+[ Lm (0) di; L b(0) dib L4(0) diC ]+ajL (0) o+e ] (5-18)
dt dt dt a0 (0)

The first two terms of (5-15) are the Faraday voltage drop due to the time variation

of the flux linkage caused by the machine windings' currents. Concretely, the first term is

the standard transformer voltage drop. The second term is rotational voltage drop. The

third termea (0), eb (0) and ec (0) are the back EMF contributed by the permanent

magnet.

The apparent inductance terms are calculated by using energy perturbation method

with the transient FE solutions of the motor magnetic fields.

5.2.3 Simulink implementation

This section presents the procedure to develop the circuit element based model.

Equations (5-16)-(5-18) give the circuit model description of the PM motor, which is

shown in Fig. 5.1. Standard resistor component and controlled voltage source component

in SimPowerSystems Simulink toolbox are used to represent the winding resistance and

the voltage drop due to rotor rotation and the magnetic field generated by permanent

magnet. As inductances are the function of rotor position, adjustable inductance

component is developed. There are two ways to describe inductances:

vL = L* diL /dt (5-19)

iL iL (0)+fVLdt (5-20)
0
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it c lb lr ________

. L a "+ L- +L, + CAt dt It

Fig.5.1. Circuit element based representation of stator winding

As the inductance current is a state variable, the inductance block should contain a

way to identify the initial current value. Since the derivative expression given by equation

(5-19), can't meet this requirement. Therefore, we adopt the integral description in (5-20)

for the construction of the adjustable inductance block. The implementation in Simulink

is shown in Fig. 5.2. The initial value of the integrator needs to be set to zero. The voltage

measurement block (VM) and the controlled current source (CCS) make it possible for

the adjustable inductance block to be connected to other circuit components available in

Simulink. In other words, this converts the mathematical model (3-18) into an electrical

component. Then, one can build the inductance components of each phase. As an

example, Fig. 5.3 gives the inductance block of phase a, expressed mathematically as

follows:
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S= L d dib±L d( (5-21)
dt dt dt

The upper left part of Fig. 5.3 is the diagram shown in Fig. 5.2. It gives phase a self

inductance voltage drop. The mutual-inductance voltage drop is represented by two

controlled voltage sources (CVS). The current passing through the weighted line is i .

The self-inductance L. , mutual inductances Lab and Lac are retrieved from the inductance

database by picking up inductance values corresponding to a specific rotor position. The

controlled voltage source block is shown in Fig. 5.4. The current passing through the "in"

and "out" ports is the phase current i.

5.2.4 Case studies

In order to evaluate the developed model performance, several case studies were

carried out. The PM motor is fed by a current-controlled PWM inverter which is built

using a Universal Bridge block.

Figure 5.5 shows the speed, currents, torque, and the back emf simulation results for

motor starting at full voltage.

Integrator

+

- S

VM

Laa

Fig.5.2. Adjustable self- inductance
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Fig.5.3. Inductance block of phase A
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Fig.5.4. Controlled voltage source
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Fig.5.5. The drive system simulation results

5.3 Cable modeling

5.3.1 The model

The transient behavior of power cables is difficult to model accurately, because of the

strong dependence of the cable parameters on the power system operating conditions. A

number of well-established models can be found in the literature [128,136].

LQ r

C M CCe - b *CO a L M r C C

C. M& C 1

Fig.5.6. The lumped cable model
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Despite these models there are not yet fully satisfactory models that are simple and

reliable for general purpose electromagnetic transient simulation. It's also crucial to

model cable efficiently especially for shipboard energy systems with different operating

frequency (e.g. shipboard power system in which there are two frequencies used 60Hz

and 400 Hz) as well as the effect of harmonics on the cable parameters. For Low

frequency application the lumped cable model is used. The cable is modeled by

connecting different sections together in series, the number of sections depend on the

required cable frequency response. The cable model per unit length is shown in Fig. 5.6

The cable parameters per unit length were obtained from electrostatic and

magnetodynamic FE analysis. This included the cable resistance, capacitances, and

inductances.

These cable parameters obtained from FE were used to build an abc frame cable

Simulink model. The abc model represent the electrically separate but magnetic coupled

three phase conductors of the cable by a set of first order linear differential equations.

The model differential equations are as follows:

di di di
V,=Ri,+L, '+M2 +M,3 3 dt dt dt

di di di
V,= 2 + L, 2 +Ms '+M, 35-2

dt dt dt

V = R3 i3 + L3 d3+ M di +M
dt dt dt

The cable phase to ground and phase to phase capacitances are divided equally on

both sides of the cable. This is known as the PI-model.

The significance of using FEM to extract the cable parameters were shown to be

accurate and eliminates costly cable testing.
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Fig.5.8. The DC side current

5.3.2 Simulation results

A 208 V, 60Hz three phase supply is used to energize the cable. The rectifier load has

L= 1.5 nml-, and R=2.5. Figure 5-7 shows the system used in the study.

Figure 5-8 through Fig. 5-10 shows, respectively the waveform related to the load

current, cable phase a current, and voltage drop across the cable obtained from the abc

model and FEM model respectively. The voltage drop waveform is substantially

distorted by the nonlinear load.
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The voltage notches and nicks are due to the diode commutation process.

200
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Fig.5.9 Cable phase a current waveform
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(a) From abc model (b) From FE

Fig.5.la. The voltage drop across the cable

It clear that the terminal behavior of the cable and the abc model is the same, except a

small difference in the voltage waveform obtained from abc model.

The second case study was performed by connecting the developed PM motor model

to a voltage source through the cable developed. The overall system Simulink model is

shown in Fig. 5.11. The system consists of the source, the cable model, rectifier, inverter,

the PM motor phase variable model, and the speed controller.
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Figure 5-12 through 5-14 shows the motor three phase currents, the motor torque,

and the motor speed versus time. Figure 5-15 shows the voltage drop across the cable for

standard cable model, and abc cable model.

Transformer P,
Transorme Rechhcr PWM Inverter

1 kV 400 V PM Motors -

Generator Cable 50 kVA

I

Speed I Load
Controller

Fig.5.11. The motor model connected to a voltage source through the cable model
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Fig.5.12. The motor three phase currents
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Fig.5.14. The motor speed versus time
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5.4 Transformer modeling

5.4.1 Introduction

There are many models currently available for power transformers [39]. Modeling

based on the self and mutual inductances; which utilize formulae to calculate of self and

mutual inductances between the transformer windings. The main disadvantage of this

technique is that the values of transformer inductances are close in value due to the

transformer iron core which results in ill-conditioned equations.

Geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) saturation model which use nonlinear

resistance to represent the effect of the saturation in the equivalent magnetic circuit.

Modeling based on leakage inductance which represents adequately the leakage

inductances (i.e. load or short circuit conditions) of a transformer but iron core is not

properly represented.

Modeling based on principle of duality which deals accurately with the iron core, but

models based only on this approach are not representing the leakage inductances

correctly.

Modeling based on measurements which focuses on representing a transformer as a

terminal equivalent in a wide spectrum of frequencies. Tests are made for the

determination of the model parameters in the frequency domain or time domain. Weak

basis for generalization is the major drawback of those methods.

However most of these models assume that the transformer parameters do not change

with the change of the transformer operating condition. Most of these models ignore the

time-variant nature of the transformer inductances and their effect on the transformer

operation.
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The time variant nature of the transformer inductance was demonstrated in chapter 3.

This will make most of these models inaccurate especially when predicating the

transformer harmonic behavior under non-linear load.

5.4.2 Transformer phase variable model

The main disadvantage of the FEM model is the excessive longer simulation time and

high processing power requirement. This in turn will increase the overall system

simulation time. Using the FE model for the transformer takes into consideration details

that cannot be included by currently available methods (e.g. inductance time variant,

effect of core saturation, and skin effects).

Phase variable will provide us with the ability to integrate the transformer model

within different types of studies while maintaining short simulation time. The model

parameters are derived from the from nonlinear transient FE solutions for the

transformer.

The three phase transformer is modeled as a three two winding transformer. The self

and mutual inductances between the different primary and secondary coils obtained in

chapter 3 were utilized. The two winding transformer voltage, flux linkage, currents, and

mutual flux linkage are described by the following mathematical equations [40]:

V = Rli, + d.(5-23)
dt

V = R2i +d (5-24)
dt

-= Ljj + 11, 4 = Lr21 + A,,,, M (i, + ) (5-25)

= {v, -r,( ' )}dt (5-26)
LI1

=f{v - r ( ')}dt (5-27)
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and i = '" (5-28)
Lli L12

ALllU( +----) (5-29)
L L12

1 1 1 1
-=-+ + (5-30)

'M M L11 L12

Where:

v1, v,: primary side voltage and secondary side voltage referred to primary side

i, ,i2 : primary side current, and secondary side current referred to primary side

21, 24,,,: flux linkage of primary side, flux linkage of secondary side referred to

primary side, and the mutual flux

Lll (t, ,, ), 2 (t, ,,), M(t,,, ): The primary leakage inductance, secondary leakage

inductance referred to primary side, and the mutual inductance between the primary and

secondary as a function of the time, and magnetizing flux.

Primary Flux linkage Primary Current

Time (t)

L L M &MuTiai Flux

-- O Look up tables

OSecondary Flux linkage Secondary Current-+

Fig.5.15. Simulink block flow implementation of the transformer model
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The Phase variable model was implemented in Simulink. Figure 5.15 shows the block

diagram flow of the transformer phase variable model. The model is essentially a

detailed inductance model. The effect of saturation on the transformer leakage

inductances is considered by utilizing lookup table for the primary and secondary

inductances. The values of lookup table inductances were obtained from nonlinear FE

solution for different magnetizing current levels as described before in chapter 3.

Magnetizing Current
15

--- IA
- IB

1110 '-' 4 14 I 15
J ,

Y A,

- J, -I

10 0 002 0.004 0 006 0 008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0 016
Time (secd

Fig.5.16. Transformer three phase magnetizing current

5.4.3 Simulations

Several simulations were conducted to evaluate the developed model response. An

open circuit simulation test was conducted by connecting a high resistance on the

transformer secondary side. Figure 5.17 shows the transformer three phase magnetizing

current.
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Chapter 6: Model Development for Shipboard Power system Components for

High Frequency Studies

6.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with high frequency modeling of different shipboard Power system

components. High-frequency modeling is essential in the design stage of naval power

system components to study the impulse voltage and switching surge distribution. It is

also necessary for winding integrity and insulation diagnosis and most often frequency

effects for high-fidelity models in bandwidths up to 10 MHz are required for condition

monitoring purposes [39]. The study of high-frequency part of the spectra is necessary

due to the resulting stray capacitances shunting the series inductances and dominating the

response.

The high frequency modeling approach used in this thesis is represented in the

Flowchart shown in Fig 6.1. The first step is the construct the geometry that describes

physically the magnetic component using the available geometric component and

material properties. The second step is to perform FEM simulations. In this step two type

of analysis are performed magnetodynamic and electrostatic FE analysis. In the first

analysis, a voltage source is applied to the windings and the magnetic fields and current

densities in the magnetic component are then calculated in a frequency range. The lower

frequency limit of the FE analysis is the equipment normal operating frequency and the

upper frequency limit is several MHz, to take into account the frequency related effects.

The second analysis is performed in DC conditions. A voltage is applied to the

conductors and the electric fields and stored energy in the components is then calculated.
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The third step is to use the result of FE simulations in step 2 to calculate the model

parameters as descried in chapter 2.

Physical
Description

Frequency FEM SimulationsSweep

Parameters
Calculation

Model Generation

Fig.6.1. Flowchart of HF model generation procedure

Self capacitances of each conductor as well as the mutual capacitances between turns

were calculated by electrostatic FE analysis. The fourth step is to build a model that can
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be used in the chosen system simulator (e.g. Simulink). This technique will allow the

physical representation of the nonlinear magnetic core behavior of the component as well

as the strong frequency dependence of the component parameters.

A turn-to-turn based model would be unnecessary complex and require excessive

computational capabilities. When lumping several turns to one electrical lumped element,

the order of the model is reduced. This is done by shifting the capacitances connected to

internal coil nodes to the external ones.

Another approach is to consider the frequency dependence of the magnetic comments

behavior on the source frequency. The Frequency response is obtained from FE analysis

and is then fitted with rational function approximation. This chapter shows how to find

the poles of the rational function approximation using a technique called Vector Fitting.

The model is then constructed by connecting the component low frequency model in

parallel with the frequency dependent branch (FDB).

6.2 Vector fitting

Vector fitting is a robust numerical method for rational approximation in the

frequency domain. It permits to identify state space models directly from measured or

computed frequency responses, both for single or multiple input-output systems. This

technique was introduced by Gustavsen and Semlyen [53-57].

6.2.1 The theory of vector fitting

Vector fitting (VF) approximates the admittance Y(s) frequency response with

rational functions. VF takes as input a column Y (s) and approximates all of its n

elements simultaneously using an identical set of N poles [53].

Each element Y. in h becomes
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Nc.

Y(s) ;- Yfi'i(s)= sa + d, +se; j=1, ... ,n (6-1)
i= s - a

Where c, and a denote the residues and the poles, respectively. Note that the residues

depend on j, while the poles do not. The terms d and et may be specified as zero, if

desired. The poles and residues are real or complex conjugate, whereas d and e are real.

The poles and residuals are real or complex conjugate, where d; and e, are real. The VF

objective is to find a function that minimizes the following weighted least squares error

for the entire vector Y(s):

n N,

min( E = 2 ,Y,(, - s () (6-2)
j=1 k=1

Here wk > 0 denotes a weight associated with the jth data sample.

It is worthwhile to repeat that the rational function in (6-1) is linear in the unknowns c,, d

and e;, but nonlinear in ai. As well, the approximation stops at the first order of s because

passive electrical networks are composed of only first-order elements.

VF solves (6-1) sequentially as linear problem in two stages, both times with known

poles.

6.2.2 Pole identification

Start by stating that f(s) is a rational function, such that f(s) = N(s) , where the
D(s)

order of the numerator is one greater than the order of the denominator. Our task is to

find suitable values for the coefficients of N(s) and D(s) so that this relation is as

accurate as possible.
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Select a set of starting poles a; in (6-1), and multiple f(s) with an unknown

function a(s). The function or(s) has a rational approximation with the same known

poles. This gives the augmented problem:

ci--+d 
+shi

U(s).f(S) - =1 s -ai-(63[u~sf( Sa~ j(6-3)
a(s) N

+1
=s -a j

Note that the ambiguity in the solution for a(s) has been eliminated by forcing u(s) to

approach unity at high frequencies.

Multiplying the second row in (6-3) byf(s) yields the following:

t+ di +sh> = N -+1 f(s) (6-4)
=1s - ai i= S s -ai

or

(af)f, (s) = uf, (s).f(s) (6-5)

This is a linear equation with unknowns, ci, di, e1 , and ci. It can be solved as

overdetermined problem of the form Ax = b.

For a given frequency point sk we have:

Akx =bk (6-6)

Where:

x =[cI... cN d e c... cN]T

b =[f(s) ..... f(s,)]T (6-7)

___ 1 -f(s,) -fs_)
Ak = [ I .... 1 I s .... . ]

sk-a, sk-aN Sk-al Sk aN
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k is the total number of sampled frequencies. k must be at least as large as the width

of A so that a solution is possible (i.e. k >2N+2).

A rational function approximation for f(s) can now be readily obtained from (6-4).

This can be shown by writing the sum of partial fraction in (6-4) as a fraction:

N+1 N+1

J J(s-zn) H (s-Z'n)
(f),(s)=h "- ,(6-8)

(s -an) (s-a)

From (6-8) we get

N+I

171 (s - Zn)

f(s) = _ __ = h "-(6-9)

UP fl(S _Zn)
n=1

Equation (6-9) shows that the poles off(s) become equal to the zeros ofcfi, (s). Thus

by calculating the zeros of oft(s) we get a good set of poles for fitting the original

function f(s). Some of the new poles may be unstable. This problem is solved by

inverting the sign of the unstable poles real parts.

6.2.3 Finding the residues

Once the zeros of 6(s) are found, these are used as the new set of known poles, a; ,

and then the (6-1) is solved in a manner similar to the technique used to obtain c;, dl ,

and e; . This is again a linear least-squares problem of the form Ax = b.

6.2.4 Iteration

Step 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 may have to be repeated several times with the new poles as

starting poles, in order for the method to converge. When convergence is achieved,

c(s) becomes unity.
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Thus vector fitting solves Eq. (6-1) as follows:

1. Chose a set of starting poles a, ... aN -

2. Solve (6-4) with respect to ci, c;, d,h .

3. Calculate the poles a,......aN of Y(s) as the zeros of c-(s).

4. Solve (6-4) with respect to c1, d , h .

5. If necessary repeat procedures from 1-4 with the new poles as starting poles until

constraints given by (6-2) is minimized.

6.2.5 Synthesization by electrical network

The rational function given by (6-1) can be represented by an equivalent electrical

network as shown in Fig. 6-2

Rp and C0 are calculated as

1
C =e, R, =- (6-10)

d

Each real pole gives an RL-branch

R, - a =1 (6-11)
C c

Each complex conjugate pair + +
s-(a +ja) s-(a -ja)

Gives an RLC branch

L = 1 (6-12)
2c

R = (-2a' +2(c'a'+ c"a.)L)L (6-13)

1
- = (a'2 + a"2 + 2(c'a' + c"a" )R)L (6-14)
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G = -2(c'a' + c"a")CL (6-15)

/-o
0

L I

0L RCD

T"C)

Fig. 6-2 Synthesization by electrical network

6.3 Cable frequency dependent modeling

The cable frequency response was obtained from FE magnetodynamic analysis. The

mesh is adjusted in coordination to the skin depth. The mesh size should be less than the

skin depth.

6.3.1 Cable frequency response

A 2-D FE magnetodynamic problem is solved to calculate the resistance and

inductance of the cable as a function of frequency. For calculation of these parameters,

the eddy current effects in the conductors are considered. The conductors, resistivity and

unit permeability were assigned. All other materials were set to properties of air. The
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time harmonic solution with nonlinearity is obtained by assigning different permeability

values to the mesh depending on the flux density vector. In order to mesh the conductor's

region for the high frequency eddy current problem, care was taken such that the size of

the elements used is smaller than the wavelength of the PWM excitation frequency.

Figure 6.3 shows the cable mesh details.

6.3.2 Fitting the cable frequency response

The VF procedure was then used to approximate the cable frequency response. The

cable resistance and inductance frequency response is shown in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5

respectively. Figure 6.6 and Fig 6.7 show the fitted cable admittance magnitude and

phase angle for six order approximation respectively. The dot line represents the fitted

value while the continuous line represents the values obtained from FE.

F :a .y 0,

" L 
-

--.
y ' 

-o 
Y 

c.. -4 

j 
1f 

4

Fig. 6.3 The used cable geometry and the mesh details
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Fig. 6.5 The frequency dependence of the cable inductance
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Fig. 6.7 The phase angle six order approximation of the cable impedance
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6.3.3 Simulations

The developed HF cable model performance was then evaluated by connecting it to

an inverter and a load. The system used is shown in Fig. 6.8. Figure 6.9 and Fig. 6.10

show the voltage across the inverter output due to HF cable and normal cable model. It's

clear that the HF cable model shows more harmonics compared to normal lumped cable

model.

'TVd = 40 V r

3 arms

Scope6 + ple

Discrete
P WM Generator

B pulses

Fig. 6.8 The system used in the study

4;

Fig. 6.9 The inverter out voltage when connected to the developed HF cable model
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?11t 1

Fig. 6.10 The inverter output voltage when connected to the normal lumped cable model

6.4 Transformer high frequency modeling

6.4.1 Introduction

Modeling of power transformer represents a challenge to engineers. There are

different models for transformers for various contingencies. These models were designed

to include the effect of core saturation, ferroresonance, hysteresis, and insulation issues.

The increase utilization of power electronic devices (e.g. inverter, rectifier) and nonlinear

loads in power system required more accurate transformer models that take into

consideration the time variant of the transformer parameters as well as the frequency

dependence of the transformer parameters. The transformer model accuracy will affect

the ability to correctly predict the system harmonics and the total harmonic distortion.

This study was carried out on a single phase 125 kVA, shell type transformer with

sandwich coils. Figure 6.11 shows the transformer geometry and the mesh details used in

the study.
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Fig.6.11. The used transformer geometry
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Fig.6.12. Lumped parameter equivalent of one winding
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The transformer high voltage side conductor comprises two paper covered stripes

each 7 mm x 2 mm in parallel while the low voltage conductor has 4 stripes each

7 mm x 4.5 mm wound together with a 1 mm strip of fibrous insulation between each

set of 4 strips.

The transformer high frequency behavior was modeled using large number of multi-

nodal, linear RLC networks connected in series. Each linear network represents one turn.

Each RLC network consists of a linear resistance (R), inductance (L), and capacitance

(C) based on the transformer geometry and transformer materials magnetic and electric

properties.

Figure 6.12 shows the circuit equivalent of one winding element. Mutual effects are

shown for both inductance and resistance. Mutual capacitances to other windings and to

the ground are shown as well as series capacitance across the winding. The different

elementary parameters are as follows:

R,= winding resistance at the selected frequency (DC Value plus the skin effect)

L,= winding self inductance (Skin effect Included)

C1j= series capacitance along the winding itself

C, = Capacitance from winding to ground

M,1= Mutual inductance between winding i and j

R, = losses in winding i due to the current in winding j (Proximity effect)

Due to the geometry symmetry, only one quarter of the transformers geometry is

modeled. Under PWM operating condition the resistance, inductance and capacitance

values varies from the low frequency operation. The windings have skin and proximity
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effects which cause resistance to be much higher than the low frequency resistance. The

inductance value decreases with an increase in the operating frequency while the

capacitance effect comes into the picture at high frequencies. Also with the PWM

operation, the transformer's winding capacitance is distributed between several parts of

the winding (turn to turn and turn to ground). Hence, to obtain accurate values of the

resistance, self and mutual inductances and various capacitances, finite element analysis

is used. The mesh element size is selected in coordination with the skin depth (depth of

penetration).

6.4.2 Inductance Calculation

If several conductors are current excited at the same time, the computed inductance

for a conductor is a global inductance L. This includes the self inductance of the chosen

conductor as well as the mutual inductances due to other conductors. From the voltage

and current in the source, the reactance is calculated.

The calculated inductances here are the transformer's apparent inductances. The

variation of global inductance for source with frequency is shown in Fig. 6.13. The

Figure shows that the primary inductance value decreased by 50% (60 Hz-50 kHz).

6.4.3 Resistance calculation

A 2-D FE magnetodynamic problem is solved to calculate the resistance and

inductance of the transformer as a function of frequency. For calculation of these

parameters, the eddy current effects in both conductor and iron core were considered. To

include these effects, two properties were assigned to the iron material; nonlinear

permeability and resistivity. In the case of conductors, resistivity and unit permeability

were assigned. All other materials were set to properties of air.
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Fig.6.13. The frequency dependence of the transformer inductance

The time harmonic solution with nonlinearity is obtained by assigning different

permeability values to the mesh depending on the flux density vector. In order to mesh

the conductor's region for the high frequency eddy current problem, care was taken such

that the size of the elements used is smaller than the wavelength of the PWM excitation

frequency.

For overvoltage studies, corresponding to 0.2 s rise time of PWM supply wavefront,

the frequency range of the FE analysis was chosen to be 60 Hz- I OMHz. For studying the

effect of different switching frequencies, 10-30 kHz PWM frequencies were used in the

simulation.
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Resistance Variation with Frequency
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Fig.6. 14. The frequency dependence of the transformer resistance

The simultaneous excitation of turns is performed to consider the proximity effects.

The losses associated with the proximity effect are losses in a conductor due to currents

in all other conductors. Proximity effects are far more than skin effects while calculating

the resistance values at high frequency operation.

After solving coupled field and circuit problem simultaneously, the voltage in the

source is obtained. From the voltage and current phasors in the source, the resistance is

calculated. The variation of resistance with the source frequency is shown in Fig. 6.14.

The Figure shows that the resistance value increased by 3 0 0 %o when the supply frequency

increase from 60 Hz to 50 kHz.

6.4.4 Capacitances calculation

The electrostatic problem is solved for the calculation of capacitances as capacitances

are a function of geometry rather than frequency. An electrostatic analysis is assumed to

be a linear analysis that means the electric field is proportional to the applied voltage. The
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analysis determines the electric scalar potential distribution caused by applied voltage.

The turns were treated as perfect conductors and hence are not meshed from inside.

Boundaries of turns as well as insulation surrounding the turn are finely meshed.

The capacitance calculation is based on the energy principle. By applying voltage on

turns, the ground capacitance matrix is calculated from the stored static energy.

The lumped capacitance matrix is then obtained. To calculate lumped capacitance

matrix, charges are related to the potential differences. The lumped capacitance matrix is

obtained for coil turns. Then the obtained lumped capacitance value is multiplied by the

mean length of turn since the calculated value is per unit meter length.

6.4.5 Model Reduction Technique

This technique was developed by F. de leon and A. Semlyen [124]. This reduction

technique is used to reduce the order of the distributed parameter winding. In this

technique, all the nodes other than terminal nodes are eliminated. A nodal model is

created in which half of each capacitance is shifted towards two ends of the conductor

and then the nodal capacitance matrix is formed from the conductor capacitance matrix

by recognizing which elements are connected to each node. The resulting matrix is of the

order 2N with the general terms given by:

Ccu 2 = C 1i2 = C|"'"n (6-16)

Ci-2j = Ci, =0 (6-17)

To reduce the order of model, series connected conductors in one slot are lumped to

form sections. In short, the process is shifting of internal capacitances towards pre-

established section nodes. Once the capacitances are moved to section nodes, conductor
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inductances and resistances are lumped together. The entire process is summarized in Fig.

6.15.

1

ITI IT .a

II

(b) First Lumping step (c) Capacitance Moved to the section
nodes

Fig. 6.15 The reduction Technique

There is no need to write explicitly the matrix C,,oe of order 2N since all the needed

information is contained in the matrix C""", which is of order N. By using equation (6-1)

and the definitions of self (C~) and mutual (C,,i sj) capacitances we have,

C;; C;'" + 2( Ci"z + C, "") + 2C ";"n (6-18)

Ce = r Cnr "o " Cin +C""+C i (6-19)
C2 C3 3~i + 2 2, 23)+2C,

Cse =C""n =Ct"n + C t" +C"h"w (6-20)
1,, 2 ( 1 2

-~ -H1-7



The procedure described above can be generalized for any odd number of turns per

section, any number of sections per winding.

The general equations to form a winding are as follows:

C = Z cl""+ C|"'" + C'"'" + C|," (6-21)
i i J I 1=1 j= I

Cc "CQ""+ tC|"'+ C|"' (6-22)
i=i+ j=1

1  ,=Ir 1=t1

1
Where, = i, +-(w -1 -1

2

wk = Number of lumped turns in section k

i, = first turn in section i

m = turn in section of this section

From (6-21) and (6-22), we can see that the reduction process is simply carried out by the

addition of elements in the turn capacitance matrix C'"rn by blocks. The boundaries for

forming the blocks are the turns located at the beginning, at the center and at the end of

section to be formed. Each section produces four entries in the node capacitance matrix

for sections C:1 ,. Once the capacitances have been moved to the ends of the section

become connected in series. In this case the equivalent inductance is the sum of all

element self and mutual inductance.

6.4.6 Model Description

Figure 6.16 shows high frequency phase variable model of transformer. It is

constructed by connecting high frequency branch in parallel with the power frequency

model. The Power frequency part represent the transformer for power frequency
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operation while high frequency winding branch represents the transformer high

frequency dynamic behavior to account for overvoltages or spikes in the current

waveforms.

Frequency Dependent Branch

. C
~~ 1- T ~0L

Low F requency Model. -

Fig. 6.16 High frequency phase variable model of transformer

6.4.7 Simulation results

The developed high frequency physical phase variable model of the transformer is

tested with constant frequency inverter and cable to study the effect of different switching

frequencies implemented in Simulink.

The obtained high frequency current profile is shown in Fig. 6.17. It can be seen that

the proposed high frequency model can reflect the spikes due to the PWM excitation.

Pulsations in the waveforms are the result of PWM action while spikes are the result of

high PWM switching speeds.
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Fig. 6.17 Primary current profile at different switching frequencies

The number of source current spikes is increased with the increase in supply

switching frequency. This is obvious as the spikes appear at every transition of PWM

supply. The increase in the magnitude of the spike is marginal as both capacitance and

applied voltage are constant during all switching frequency operation. With increase in

the frequency, high frequency branch provides low resistance path to high frequency

components. As low and high frequency models are connected in parallel, high frequency

components passing to the low frequency path are reduced. If high frequency branch is

removed, the spikes inherent in the PWM operation can not be obtained by low frequency
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model. Thus high frequency branch represents accurately the transformer under PWM

operation and take into consideration the frequency dependence of the transformer

parameters.
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Fig. 6.18 Primary current profile at different switching frequencies

Also the interaction between the inverter, cable and transformer is studied to predict

the overvoltage transients. A high frequency cable model developed in the previous

section was used. These voltage transients are mainly due to the steep voltage rise times

of PWM inverter as well as impedance mismatch between cable characteristic (surge)

impedance and transformer input impedance.
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The overvoltage results were obtained for different cable lengths. As the length of the

cable increases, the overvoltage peak value also increases as shown in Fig. 6-18. For

comparison purpose, the magnitude of PWM voltage is also shown which is equal to

3000 volts. Since the velocity of propagation is independent of cable length, the

frequency of oscillation is reduced as the length of the cable is increased. Similar

observations were recorded by other authors utilizing different models.
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Chapter 7: Wavelets Transform

7.1 Introduction

The word wavelet is derived from the French word "ondelette", meaning small wave.

The beginnings of the wavelets transform as a specialized field can be traced to the work

of Grossman and Morlet [197-200]. Their motivation in studying wavelet transforms was

provided by the fact that certain seismic signals can be modeled suitably by combining

translations and dilations of a simple, oscillatory function of finite duration called a

wavelet.

Wavelets are oscillatory functions that are localized in both time and frequency

domains. A signal representation based on these localized oscillations is highly desired

because the wavelet coefficients convey details in time and frequency. A small

coefficient means there is little variation in the function or signal in the vicinity of that

particular small oscillation, whereas a large coefficient indicates that there is appreciable

change in the signal or function. Analysis of the coefficients allows features in the

function or signal to be identified.

The short-term Fourier transform (STFT) is a time-frequency analysis technique

which used a specific window to divide the time-frequency plane into uniform divisions.

The window will suppress the analyzed signal outside a certain region and therefore

allow the Fourier transform to represent the signal in both time-frequency domains. For

nonstationary signals the accuracy of the STFT for extracting signal time/frequency

features is highly limited by the fixed window length. If the window is designed for low

frequencies the long window will not be suitable for high frequencies contents within the

waveform. On the other hand, for a window designed for high frequencies the window
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length will not be long enough to handle low frequencies and will result in excessive

frequency distortion of the signal spectrum. Therefore the STFT with its fixed width

window is not readily adaptable for capturing the nonstationary signals characteristics

[59-63].

As Fourier transform, the wavelet transform decompose a given function into a series

in term of a basis function. However, unlike Fourier transform which uses complex

exponentials as a basis function, wavelet transform uses the dilated and translated version

of oscillations (wavelets) localized in both time and frequency. In wavelet analysis

different mother wavelets can be used according to its feasibility to analyzed waveform.

The main advantage of wavelet over the short time Fourier transform (STFT) is that it

uses a variable-sized regions windowing technique, while STFT uses a fixed time

window size for all frequencies. For nonstationary signals, STFT does not track the signal

dynamics properly because of the fixed window width. Wavelet uses long time windows

for low-frequencies and short time windows for high-frequencies. Figure 7.1 shows the

time frequency resolution of Wavelet Transform (WT).

iv v- 'V-

U
C

, b

Time

Fig.7.1 Time Frequency resolution of Wavelet Transform (WT)
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With the increase utilization of power electronics devices in the power system the

harmonics and disturbances generated in the system can have a wide frequency

bandwidth, from high-frequency transients and edges to slowly varying harmonic

components. Hence, analysis only in the frequency or time domain alone is not sufficient

to capture the signal features that are spread within a wide bandwidth. The wavelet

transform provides a local representation (in both time and frequency) of a nonstationary

signal. Therefore it is suitable for analyzing a signal where time and frequency resolution

is needed, unlike FFT which gives a global representation of the signal.

7.2 Continuous Wavelet Transforms (CWT)

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) was developed to overcome the short time

Fourier transform frequency resolution problem. By using a family of basis functions,

wavelets can be formulated to describe signals in a localized time and frequency format.

A linear combination of these shifted and scaled basis functions can be applied to

represent these functions in the space spanned by this wavelet family.

For a continuous time function f(t) defined in finite energy signal space E (R) that is

J If(t) dt < cc . (7-1)

The wavelet transform W(b, a) of a continuous-time signalf(t) is defined as follows

CWT ,x(a,n) = J(a,b) = |a|J f(t )v* ( a )dt (7-2)

Where: '(t) is the wavelet basis function and the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate

a, b e R are the time shifting and the scaling parameters and a # 0 .
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The scaling factor al10 is used in order to maintain the scaled wavelet energy at unity

and therefore maintain the orthogonality property.

Thus, the wavelet transform is computed as the inner product off (t) and translated and

scaled versions of a single function VI(t)), the so-called mother wavelet.

7.3 Choice of analyzing mother wavelet

In wavelet applications, different wavelet mother functions have been suggested and

utilized. The choice of analyzing mother wavelets plays a significant role in detecting and

localizing various types of signals. The selection of the mother wavelet function depends

on it's feasibility to the analysis requirements. However, the selection of an appropriate

mother wavelet without knowing the type of analyzed disturbances is a formidable task.

A well chosen mother wavelet will result in that most wavelet coefficients are close to

zero. The ability of the wavelet analysis to produce a large number of non-significant

wavelet coefficients depends on the regularity of the analyzed waveform f(t), and the

number of vanishing moments and support size of y(t).

Therefore, instead of creating algorithms to select appropriate wavelets, we chose the

Daubechies wavelet family, which is one of the one of most suitable mother wavelets for

power system relaying and power quality studies.

7.4 Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT)

7.4.1 Multiresolution analysis

As described in the previous section CWT is basically a type of convolution and

convolution is a filtering process. The discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) can be

computed by lowpass and highpass filtering of the discrete signal together with changes
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in its sampling rates. This process will decompose the signal into approximation version

and detail version of the original signal. The approximation version results from

convolution of the original signal with lowpass filter and the detailed results from

convolution with highpass filter with downsampling by 2. The original signal is the

summation of its detailed and approximated version interpolated by a factor of two.

A multiresolution analysis of L2(R) is defined as a sequence of closed subspaces

VjofL2 (R), jeZ, with the following properties [197-200]:

1. Vc C Vj

3. f(t)eV~O v(t-k)eVO,keZ

4. U V3 is dense in L2 (R) and f V = {0}
=-00J=-0I

3

5. A scaling function or father function yp e V , with a non-vanishing integral,

exists such that collection { cp{t - k) k e Z}, forms a Riesz basis for V

A signal can be successively approximated by DWT with different scales known as

multiresolution decomposition. Each step of the decomposition of the signal corresponds

to a certain frequency resolution. The decomposition process can be repeated on

subsequent approximations only and leave the details. The process will decompose the

original signal into many lower-resolution frequency components. This is known as the

wavelet decomposition tree.

For j level decomposition tree, there are j+1 possible ways to decompose or encode the

original signal.
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Fig.7.2 Three decomposition levels with successive filtering and downsampling by 2

Figure 7.2 shows a typical three levels wavelet decomposition tree. The series A. is

known as the approximation coefficients, and the series D. is known as the detail

coefficients at levelj. Each of the wavelet scales or decomposition levels correspond to a

frequency band given by [70]:

f = 2(n -j) f /2") (7-3)

Where:

f higher frequency limit of the frequency band represented by levelj

f, is the sampling frequency

2" Number of data points in the input signal

Table 1 gives the frequency band information for seven levels of wavelet analysis for a

sampling rate of f =10 kHz.
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Table 7.1 Frequency Allocation in DWT Analysis

Wavelet level Frequency band range
1 (D1) 2500-5000 Hz
2 (D2) 1250-2500 Hz
3 (D3) 625-1250 Hz
4 (D4) 312-625 Hz
5 (D5) 156-312Hz
6 (D6) 39-78Hz
7 (A6) 20-39Hz

7.4.2 Waveform Effective Value Representation in DWT

In the multiresolution formulation of discrete wavelets, any real valued function

i(t)can be written as a series expansion in terms of the scaling function and wavelets as

follows:

2
N 1  

N--

i(t)= 3 BJ (n),,, (t) + B1 (n)yjn (t) (7-4)
n=0 j=JO n=

The RMS value of this waveform with period T= 2N can be expressed in terms of

wavelet at a certain level j as follows [70-76]:

T2N 1 -N-'1

s= /S[Z B1 (n)#j, n (t) + BI (n) 1 j,, (t))]2 dt. (7-5)
0 n=O j=JOB n=

Where: Ylj (t) is the bandpass wavelet function,

AN (t) is the lowpass scaling function,

B, (n)=(i(t), ,, (t)) , is the scaling function coefficients,

Bj (n) = (i(t), yr (t)), is the DWT coefficients of i(t) at level j .

The node j = J 0 is the lowest frequency band of the original waveform. The nodes

j > JO include the waveforms of higher frequency order bands.
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Since the wavelet basis functions are orthogonal, the following properties should be

fulfilled:

J Vlj (t)dt = 0 p=integer

1 p=q
0 p # q (7-6)

J (0jk (t))2 =1

fOk t)y P t) =0 p# 0

Using the wavelet scaling function and the wavelet basis orthogonality property,

equation (7-6) becomes:

j-1 2N--1

mins = 1 Y (B,(n)) 2 =2 (77)
N n=0 J =0

Where, i j is the RMS value of frequency band j

7.5 Wavelet Packet Transform Algorithm (WPT)

7.5.1 Theory

The wavelet packet transform (WPT) method is a generalization of wavelet

decomposition. In wavelet packet analysis, the original signal is decompose into detailed

version and approximated version. All the subsequent details and approximations version

are also split into details and approximations version. For j level decomposition level

there are more than 22J- different ways to decompose the original signal.

The DWT logarithmic frequency resolution is not appropriate for some application

like power quality studies which required equal frequency bands. Because the resulted

frequency bands from DWT do not have the same frequency width. Wavelet Packets
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allow for the decomposition of the waveforms into equal frequency width bands. Figure

7.3 shows a two level WPT decomposition levels.

In Fig. 7.3, each subspace, also referred to as a node, is indexed by its depth and the

number of subspaces below it at the same depth. The original signal is designated depth

zero.

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

h(n ( 2 B° (n)

h(n 2 B,(n)

g(n -2 B (n)

Original
Signal

g{ghn 2 -B B(n)
9(n<n B (n)

g(n)= High-Pass filter

h(n)= Low-Pass filter

Fig.7.3 WPT two decomposition levels with successive filtering and downsampling by 2

The wavelet packet reconstruction scheme is achieved by upsampling, and filtering

with appropriate filters and adding coefficients resulting from the decomposition process.

Let #(t) and V'(t) be the scaling function and the corresponding mother wavelet function

in the conventional DWT and define y''(t) =# (t), and y'(t)= y(t),
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For 2 N sampled waveform the wavelet transform coefficients (WTCs) of a given

function B(t) at the level j and k"' point can be evaluated by convolving the sequence

d'_, (k) with a low pass filter (LPF), and then downsampling by a factor of two. In the

same manner, coefficients (WTCs) of a given function i(t) at the (2i +1)"' node can be

evaluated obtained by convolving the sequence d> (k) with a highpass filter (HPF), and

then downsampling by a factor of two. The number of frequency bands at level j is 2'.

Mathematically, the (WTCs) can be expressed as:

dJ (k) = J B(t)V k (t)dt = h(n)d _,(2k - n)

(7-8)
d (k) = f B(t)y'j,7' (t)dt = Y g(n)d _,(2k - n)

n

Where:

1 2' k - t
V j k(t) = 1 21( ) = h(n)y 1 ,2 k(t )

22'

(t) - 1  (2i+j2k t) = g(n)y j-1, 2k-n(t)

n (t) and yi +' (t) are the wavelet basis functions

j= 0,1,.,N and i=0,1,...... 2j-' -1

Since the wavelet basis is orthogonal, the following properties should be fulfilled:

J t/'Lk (t)dt = 0 p=integer

(1 
p=qSk (tjk (t) 0 q 7-9

( (t2 = 1

f ,k (t)rkt) =0 p# 0
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7.3.2 WPT Representation of the waveform indices

In DWT the signal i(t) can be represented in terms of shifted and dilated versions of a

bandpass wavelet function Vj'k (t) and lowpass scaling function 0, k (t) as follows:

2N-'_'- 2N-'-

i(t) = Y B (n)#j k(t)+Y B (n)y (t) (7-10)
n=0 i=1 n=0

Where:

B,4(n)=(i(t),O1 (t)) = i(t)#Jk (t)dt , is the scaling function coefficients.

B (n) = ((t), ,k (t)) , is the DWT coefficients of i(t) at node i (i>0 ) and level j.

The node i = 0 is the lowest frequency band of the original waveform. The nodes i> 0

include the waveforms of higher frequency order bands.

The RMS of a waveform with period T=2N can be expressed in terms of wavelet at a

certain level j as follows:

2 '-1 2'-' 12 1 2 . 1

i(t)2dt = [ d (n)#~k (t)+ z d' (n)vl (t)]2 dt = [ B (n)#fk (t)] 2dt
n=0 i=1 n=O n=O

2' '-12" J-1 2' -12" J-1

+Jr f[ B (n)y, (t)]2 dt]2 +2 f f B° (n)B (n)#bJA (t)V'
i=1 n=0 i=1 n=0

2"-Jr -12N--J_

=[ (Bo (n))2 [#,,-k(t)]2dt +( (B,' (n))2 f[. (t)]2dt
,0 i=1 n=O 7-1

2''-12N'-1_ 
(7-11)

+2 , I BO (n)B (n) f#j~ (t)V y (t)dt
i=1 n=0

The RMS of the waveform can now found by dividing by the wave period T and take

the root square of Eq. (7-11).

T 1 - '- 2N '-

tit =Y-[ B° (n)o# k(t) +I BJ (n)V (t))]2 dt. (7-12)
0 n=0 i=1 n=0
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Using the wavelet the scaling function and the wavelet basis orthogonality property,

Eq. (7-12) becomes:

tan = Y Z(B (n))
2  

)2 . (7-13)
i=Q =0 i=0

Where, i. is the RMS value of frequency band j at nodei

The total harmonic band distortion (THBD) is defined by the ratio of the RMS value

of the higher harmonic bands at i >0 (i.e. excluding the lowest band) to the total RMS

value of the distorted waveform. The THBD for the signal i(t) is given by

THBD = 1  (i)2 (7-14)
tans i=I

This technique can be used to quantify different types of power quality disturbances

and faults. Wavelet based techniques has high ability to extract the different harmonic

components disregarding the length of their occurrence in time. The variable windowing

feature will make wavelet capable of handling nonstationary signals.
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Chapter 8: Classification and Characterization of Power System Events Using

Wavelets

8.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with classification of power system events using wavelet based

algorithm. This includes application of DWT and WPT described in chapter 7 to classify

power system events. The main advantage of wavelet over the short time Fourier

transform (STFT) is that it uses a variable-sized regions windowing technique, while

STFT uses a fixed time window size for all frequencies and this imposes limitations for

the analysis of low-frequency and high-frequency nonstationary signals at the same time.

This chapter is divided into two sections the first section deals with the application of

DWT as a feature extraction for the fault signal waveforms, and the second section deals

with the application of WPT to power quality problems.

8.2 Application of DWT as feature extractor for fault signals

Harmonics and discontinuities generated by power system faults can have a wide

frequency bandwidth, from high-frequency transients and edges to slowly varying

harmonic components. Also the increase utilization of power electronics devices in the

power system gives rise to harmonics in the system. Hence, analysis only in the

frequency or time domain alone is not sufficient to capture features that are spread within

a wide bandwidth. The wavelet transform provides a local representation (in both time

and frequency), of faults nonstationary signals. Therefore, it is suitable for analyzing a

signal where time and frequency resolution is needed, unlike FFT which gives a global

presentation of the signal.
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In this section we will utilize DWT to classify internal faults in three phase

transformer and three phase induction motor.

8.2.1 Characterization of three phase transformers internal faults using DWT

FEM was used in chapter 4 to model transformer with internal faults. Then DWT was

used to extract the characteristics of the internal faults. The three phase currents, the DC

side load current and the neutral current waveforms were then analyzed using DWT for

different faults and healthy condition. The DWT feature extraction algorithm details were

discussed in Chapter 7. A four level decomposition with db20 as the mother wavelet was

selected to perform our study. Wavelet db20 is an orthogonal mother wavelet from

Daubechies family with compact support and highest number of vanishing moments.

Fig. 8.1 through 8-4 shows the Wavelet transform coefficients (WTCs) for phase c

primary, phase b primary, phase a primary and the dc side currents respectively for turn-

to-ground fault with 24 shorted turns on the primary side.

The event appears to be localized in the approximation A4, detail D4, and detail D1.

It can be seen that the details DWT coefficients at the time of the fault occurrence are

much higher than their values after or before this time. The details DI-D4 of the three

phase primary currents contain a sharp spike at fault occurrence. The fourth

approximation (A4) which indicates the low frequency content of the fault signal shows a

high fluctuation in the current with magnitude increase after the fault occurrence for

phase a current and phase c current and magnitude decrease for phase b current. The first

detail (D1) RMS which indicates the high frequency content of the fault signal shows a

high increase ( up to 100% increase) after the fault occurrence for phase a current and

phase c current and no change for phase b current.
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Fig.8.1. WTCs of phase c primary current for primary phase c 24 shorted turn-to-ground
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Fig.8.3. WTCs of phase b primary current for primary phase c 24 shorted turn-to-ground
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Fig.8.4. WTCs of the DC side current for primary phase c 24 shorted turn-to-ground
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Fig.8.5. WTCs of primary phase c current for turn-to-turn fault on the primary of phase c
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Fig.8.6. WTCs of primary phase b current for turn-to-turn fault on the primary of phase c
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Fig.8.7. WTCs of primary phase b current for turn-to-turn fault on the primary of phase c
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Fig.8.8. WTCs of the DC side current for turn-to-turn fault on the primary of phase c
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Fig 8.5 through 8-8 shows the WTCs for the primary three phase and the DC side

currents for a turn-to-turn fault between the 20th and 29th turns on the primary side of

phase c under nonsinusoidal source. The spikes at the beginning of each of the scale

detail signals (D11-D4) correspond to the starting disturbance. The event appears to be

localized in the D3, and A4 detail coefficients. The fourth approximation (A4) RMS

value which indicates the low frequency content of the fault signal shows a magnitude

increase after the fault for phase a and c and magnitude decrease for phase b. This

magnitude decrease in phase b is higher compared to the turn-to-ground fault case. The

DC load side and the secondary currents do not change.

Fig 8.9 through 8-12 shows the WTCs for the three primary currents and the DC side

for arcing turn-to-ground fault on phase c primary under nonsinusoidal source. In this

fault, the event appears to be localized in the D1, D3, D4 and A4 detail coefficients.

There is an increase in the RMS values of the frequency bands A4 for phase a and c

currents but less in magnitude as compared to turn-to-ground fault only. The increase in

the RMS value of D1 and D4 is higher compared to turn-to-ground fault only (between

75%-150% increase). This increase indicates harmonics behavior increase due to the

arcing.

Fig 8.13 through 8-17 shows the WTCs for the three primary currents, the DC side,

and phase a secondary current for arcing turn-to-turn fault between the 20th and 29th

turns on the primary of phase c under nonsinusoidal source. The event appears to be

localized in the D1, D2, D3, and A4 detail coefficients. The increase in the RMS value of

Dl, D2, and D4 is higher compared to turn-to-turn fault only. This increase indicates

harmonics behavior increase due to the non linear resistance of the arcing.
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Fig.8.12. WTCs of DC side current for arcing turn-to-ground fault on the primary of

phase c
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Fig.8.13. WTCs of phase a primary current for arcing turn-to-turn fault the primary of

phase c
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Fig.8.14. WTCs of phase b primary current for arcing turn-to-turn fault on the primary of

phase c
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Fig.8.15. WTCs of phase c primary current for arcing turn-to-turn fault on the primary of

phase c
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Fig.8.16. WTCs of DC side current for arcing turn-to-turn fault on the primary of phase c
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Fig.8.17. WTCs of phase a secondary current for arcing turn-to-turn fault on the primary

of phase c

Fig 8.18 through Fig. 8.24 shows the WTCs of the secondary three phase currents, the

dc side current, and the primary three phase currents for secondary turn-to-ground fault

on phase c. Fig 8.25 through Fig. 8.30 shows the WTCs of the secondary three phase

currents, the dc side current, and the primary three phase currents for secondary turn-to-

turn fault on phase c. In this case of the turn-to-ground fault and turn-to-turn fault, on the

secondary of the transformer the event appears to be localized in the D2, D3 .D4 and A4

detail coefficients. There is a reduction in the RMS value of the D2, D3, D4 and A4 on

all of the secondary side currents. This declines increase with the number of faulty turns

increase.
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There is an increase in the RMS values of the frequency bands A4 for phase a and c

primary currents and reduction in the three phase secondary currents and the dc side

current. Fig 4.5 shows the WTCs for turn-to-ground fault on the transformer phase c

secondary side.

There is also a decrease in the RMS of frequency bands D2-D4, and increase in D1

RMS for the primary side and the DC load side. The relative decrease in the secondary

currents is higher for phase c than the other two phases. The reduction percentage in the

secondary currents is higher for turn-to-ground than turn-to-turn faults.
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Fig.8.18. WTCs of phase a secondary current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.19. WTCs of phase b secondary current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.20. WTCs of phase c secondary current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.21. WTCs of the de side current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of phase

c
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Fig.8.22. WTCs of primary Phase a current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.23. WTCs of primary Phase b current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.24. WTCs of primary Phase C current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.25. WTCs of phase a secondary current for turn-to-turn fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.26. WTCs of phase c secondary current for turn-to-turn fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.27. WTCs of phase b secondary current for turn-to-ground fault on the secondary of

phase c
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Fig.8.29. WTCs of primary Phase a current for phase c secondary turn-to-turn fault
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Fig.8.30. WTCs of primary phase b current for phase c secondary turn-to-turn fault
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8.2.2 Characterization of induction motor internal faults using DWT

Modeling of induction motor with internal was discussed in Chapter 4. The three

phase currents, the torque and the neutral current waveforms obtained from FEM were

then analyzed using DWT based algorithm. A four level decomposition with db4 as the

mother wavelet was selected to perform our study. Wavelet db4 is orthogonal mother

wavelets from Daubechies family with compact support and four vanishing moments.

Fig. 8.31 shows the Wavelet transform coefficients (WTCs) for the induction motor

phase a stator current under normal operating condition.

There are significant changes in the motor three phase currents due to shorted turns

fault. The current is no longer symmetrical and the strong magnetic flux of the faulted

coil will influence the currents in other phases. Besides the current increase in phase a

there will be a relative increase in phase c and a relative decrease in phase b current. Fig.

8.32 shows the Wavelet transform coefficients (WTCs) for phase a stator current for 44

shorted turns under ideal voltage source. The event appears to be localized in the Dl, D4

and A4 detail coefficients. The frequency band Dl contains the harmonic components

2N
given by (m( )(1- s) ± l)f , where N is the number of rotor bars, P is the number of

P

poles, s is the induction machine slip,f is the source frequency, and m=1,2,3,... [90-94].

These components are generated by the shorted turns. It can be seen that the DWT

coefficients at the time of the fault occurrence are much higher than their values after or

before this time.

The scale detail signal (Dl), which represents the highest frequency components,

shows a spike with very short time duration at the disturbance starting time.
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Fig.8.31. WTCs of phase a current for healthy motor under ideal voltage supply
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Fig.8.32. WTCs of the induction motor phase a current for 44 shorted stator turns under

ideal voltage supply
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The fourth approximation (A4) which indicates the low frequency content of the fault

signal shows a high fluctuation in the current with magnitude increase after the fault.

Figure 8.33 shows the Wavelet transform coefficients (WTCs) for 4 broken bars under

ideal voltage source. In figure 8.33, the spikes at the beginning of each of the scale detail

signals (Dl-D4) correspond to the starting disturbance. In the case of broken bar, the

current redistributes itself in the surrounding rotor bars. The event appears to be

localized in the D2, D4 and A4 detail coefficients.

It can be seen that the stator currents for broken bars faults are lower than in the

healthy case. The reduction is increased with an increase in the number of faulty bars.

The fourth approximation (A4) RMS value which indicates the low frequency content of

the fault signal shows a magnitude decrease after the fault. This decrease ranges between

3-25% compared to the healthy case. The reduction is due to the left sidebands frequency

components around the supply frequency caused by the broken bars. The side bands

1-s
frequency fbb is given is given by fbb = (2m( ) ± s)f , where s is the induction

P

machine slip, f is the source frequency, and the harmonic index m is 1,2,3,....

Figure 8.34 shows the Wavelet transform coefficients (WTCs) for 4 broken bars with

44 stator shorted turns under ideal voltage source. In the case of shorted turns with

broken bars, there is increase in the RMS values of the frequency bands A4, D4, D3, and

DI but less in magnitude as compared to stator shorted turns only. The decrease in the

RMS value of band A4 of phase A current is around 3-20% as compared to short circuit

only case.
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Fig.8.33. WTCs of phase a current for 4 broken bars under ideal voltage supply
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Fig.8.34. WTCs of phase a current for 44 stator shorted turns with 4 broken bars under

ideal voltage supply
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8.3 Evaluation of transformer harmonic behavior using WPT

Transformers are ubiquitous in all parts of the power system, between all voltage

levels, and exist in many different sizes, types, and connections. The increase utilization

of non-linear power electronics components coupled with the more prevalent use of

microprocessor-based equipment has generated harmonics and brought power quality

issues on the distribution network to the forefront.

The harmonics increase can be a source of a variety of undesirable effects in the

energy system. Transformers are most affected with this problem and may need to be

derated to as much as 50% capacity when feeding loads with extremely distorted current

waveforms and reduction in their service life.
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Fig.8.35. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 3rd peaking harmonic

distorted voltage supply.
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The IEEE/ANSI C57.110-1998 standards states that a transformer subject to

nonsinusoidal load current having more than 5% total harmonics distortion needs to be

derated [52]. The harmonic behavior of the transformer was evaluated by using FEM as

descried in chapter 3.
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Fig.8.36. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 3rd flattened

harmonic distorted voltage supply.

The primary, secondary, and the DC side current waveforms were analyzed by using

WPT algorithm. A five level decomposition with db20 as the mother wavelet was

selected to perform our study. Wavelet db20 is from Daubechies Family of Orthogonal

Wavelets with compact support and highest number of vanishing moments. This will

decompose the signal into 32 frequency band.
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Fig.8.37. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 5 'h peaking harmonic

distorted voltage supply.
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Fig. 8.38. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 5th flattened harmonic

distorted voltage supply.
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Fig.8.39. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 9th peaking harmonic

distorted voltage supply.
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Fig.8.40. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 9th flattened harmonic

distorted voltage supply.
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Fig.8.41. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 11 h peaking

harmonic distorted voltage supply.
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Fig.8.42. The first 6 frequency bands for the DC side current under 11ti flattened

harmonic distorted voltage supply.
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Fig. 8.35 through Fig. 8.42 show the WPT analysis results for the dc load current for

voltage source distorted with 3rd peaking harmonic ,3rd flattened harmonic, 5 th peaking

harmonic ,5 th flattened harmonic, 9 th peaking harmonic ,9 th flattened harmonic, 1 1th

peaking harmonic, and 1Ith flattened harmonic respectively . In this figure, the spikes at

the beginning of each of the six bands correspond to the starting disturbance.

Tables 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3 shows the wavelet packet analysis results for the DC side

currents, transformer phase a secondary current, and the magnetizing current

respectively.

Table 8-1 WPT results for the DC side currents

Band 0 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 THBD
0-120Hz 120-240Hz 240-360Hz 360-480Hz %

Ideal 83.1785 3.0574 2.7787 1.9848 8.0372

3 P 83.9581 4.5267 2.5578 1.8894 8.3579

3 F 83.0131 6.0658 2.8638 2.1642 10.6785
t P 83.4775 3.7258 2.7102 3.7499 9.5574

5t F 83.3600 4.6821 2.6780 4.2709 9.7901
7t P 82.0273 3.3288 5.7078 3.1611 10.4810

7 t F 84.4958 2.8365 2.2612 1.7350 7.8111

M 7t 81.5016 4.8111 3.5052 3.0513 9.9604
M 3r 80.6568 4.9145 2.8749 2.9174 9.6296
M 81.0803 6.6234 2.6792 3.0491 10.6869

Table 1 shows that the M5th, and 3rd flattened voltage distorted waveforms have the

highest impact on the dc load current THBD. It will raise the third harmonic component

in the dc load current. Table 2 shows that the 5th peaked voltage distorted waveforms has

the highest impact on the THBD for the transformer secondary current. It will raise the

fifth harmonic component in the transformer secondary current. Table 3 shows that the
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5 th peaked voltage distorted waveform has the highest impact on the magnetizing current.

It will raise the fifth harmonic in the current. The difference between the harmonic

responses of the transformer under sinusoidal and voltage supply distorted by 9 th and 1 1 th

harmonics is small.

Table 8-2 WPT results for the transformer secondary current

Band 0 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 THBD
0-120Hz 120-240Hz 240-360Hz 360-480Hz %

Ideal 67.6432 7.1515 7.8811 13.0129 27.8975

3r P 66.5970 9.6528 6.7138 13.5543 29.7245

3r F 69.1658 7.3087 9.2830 11.4252 27.0932

5t P 66.3129 7.3275 5.8915 16.8675 32.2955

5' F 68.6885 6.7513 9.0769 9.6741 24.4384

7 P 66.7155 6.8632 6.9432 13.2562 25.6037

7 F 68.5685 7.2511 9.2865 11.9961 28.9540

M 7 66.8332 6.5617 8.3409 11.9279 28.3109

M 3 65.512 8.3773 9.0746 9.978 28.9602

M 5 67.5821 6.0805 7.6991 8.6662 24.4676

In addition, from tables 8-1 to 8-3, one can conclude that the harmonic response of

the transformer is mainly dependent on the phase angle of the voltage supply harmonics

relative to the fundamental component, and a lesser extent on the magnitude of the

harmonics components itself.

Harmonic characteristics of the transformer magnetizing current and load current are

significantly different under nonsinusoidal supply voltage. The transformer harmonic

response is mainly dependent on the phase angle of the voltage supply harmonics, and a

lesser extent on the magnitude of the harmonics components itself. The effect of supply
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voltage harmonics gradually diminishes with the order of harmonics increase beyond the

1 Ft harmonic.

Table 8-3 WPT results for the transformer magnetizing current

Band 0 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 THBD
0-120Hz 120-240Hz 240-360Hz 360-480Hz %

Ideal 8.1013 0.5128 0.1435 0.1516 7.3384

3 rd p 7.9791 0.7338 0.1413 0.1475 9.7665

3rd F 7.9773 0.5404 0.1492 0.2150 8.0942

5 th P 7.9652 0.7004 0.1487 0.3182 10.7041

5t ' F 7.9990 0.5062 0.1742 0.3971 8.5790

7 P 8.0059 0.5007 0.1622 0.2015 7.3110

7th F 8.0059 0.5007 0.1622 0.2015 7.3110

M 7 th 7.9609 0.6279 0.1901 0.2746 9.4166

M 3rd 8.0957 0.5220 0.1930 0.4228 9.0463

M 5th 7.9295 0.5327 0.3315 0.2661 9.3641
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Chapter 9: Real-Time Distributed Simulation of Power Electronic Systems and

Drives

9.1 Introduction

A drive system that consists of a motor controlled by a power electronics converter is

a complex and nonlinear system. The major research areas in electrical drives are high

level modeling of the integrated motor drive, new converter-inverter topologies, control

algorithms, performance optimization, and fault tolerant controllers. Thus performing

system-level testing which is one of the major subsystems in developing a complex

product in a comprehensive and cost effective way, need real-time simulations.

In order to evaluate the interaction between the control system and the controlled

target in real time a simulator in which the inputs and outputs of the tested control system

can be connected to a real-time simulation of the target process is needed. This mean that

the controller is connected across the controlled target, this method is known as

hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation. By using the HIL simulations we can evaluate

different subsystem interaction and between the control algorithms and the controlled

process in real time. In HIL simulations, we can connect certain hardware device to a

simulated dynamic equivalent of an apparatus and run this system in real time. A

particular advantage of this simulator is that it allows the gradual change from pure

software simulation environment to mixed simulation environment by gradually

integrating actual electrical and mechanical subsystems into the simulation loop. This is

done be replacing a certain device model in the simulated system by the actual hardware.

By utilizing HIL simulations in the design process can reduce the development cycles,
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cut the overall cost, prevent costly failures, and test the interaction between different

subsystems comprehensively before integrating them together into one system.

With more detailed models used in the studies, the global system model built this way

would be too complicated, this model will likely be very computationally intensive, slow,

and time consuming. Also, the power electronic circuit simulation with the application of

physical models of power semiconductor devices is very time-consuming and requires

very strong computation tools. The multi-distributed modeling concept allows us to

overcome this drawback. In this approach, the global model is to be distributed over

several processors through communication link (TCP/IP, FireWire or Shared Memory).

Also, It's allows the subsystems (components or group of components) to be executed

at different update rates, cycles can be freed up for executing the subsystem(s) that need

to be updated faster. The multi-distribution modeling can involve different operating

systems. Real time operating system (e.g. QNX or Linux) will reduce the simulation time

requirement by a big percentage.

This chapter describes the real time with HIL simulator, and outlines its software and

hardware subsystems.

9.2 System Description

The software and hardware tools used in the development and implementation of this

real time with HIL simulator are discussed in this section. The overall system architecture

is shown in Fig.9.1. This simulator provides us with an efficient way to evaluate different

control algorithms, diagnose the incompatibilities of the motor with the drive system,

predict the future performance of motor or power quality mitigating devices, or motor

protection system, as well as design and evaluate digital control algorithms.
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Target

Master

Fig.9.1 The real-time simulator architecture

9.2.1 Drives board

The drives board consists of two independent three phase inverters. Each inverter

uses MOSFETs as switching devices [218]. The drives board can be used to conduct

different drive experiments for both AC and DC machines.

The main features of the control board are [218]:
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- Two independent 3-phase PWM inverters that can be used to control two machines at

the same time.

- The control board has a complete digitat/analog interface with FPGA board. This

interface will allow the implementation of real-time digital control systems.

The Drives Board is protected by overcurrent protection for each inverter. The faults

can be cleared by using the"RESET" switch on the board or through a control signal from

the command station. A 42 V DC supply is used to provide the input power to the 3-

phase bridge inverters through a flyback converter. The control board inverters currents,

output voltages, and input dc bus voltage are measured through sensors. Only phase A

and B currents of each inverter can be measured, the third current can be obtained by

using the fact that the algebraic summation of the three phase currents in a balance three

phase system is zero. Fig. 9.2 shows the drives boards' layout.

F. ithJ

N 

'

* _

PWM1 Uutput Current sensors DC Current sensors

Fig.9.2 The drive board layout
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9.2.2 Block diagram and schematic interface

The real-time distributed simulation simulator is designed and optimized to run

Simulink based models in real-time, with fixed time step solvers.

MATLAB is widely high level programming shell used in the simulation and analysis of

dynamic systems and control analysis. MATLAB is a programming numerical analysis

shell with add-on components called toolboxes. Simulink, a toolbox extension of

MATLAB, is dynamic system simulation software which utilized a graphical

programming language for building system models based on their mathematical

description [25]. The Real Time Workshop (RTW) toolbox is capable of generating real

time code for Simulink models. The real-time code is used to control a system in the HIL

environment. The data generated by any of the system components, digital or hardware,

can be displayed in real-time and/or saved for further analysis.

Command Station Target Computer
Windows Software

Real-Time Operating System
MATLAB/Simulink (QNX)

Real-Time Workshop RT-Target Kernal '

RT-Events (Control & Firing) -=

- -thernet FPGA-DAQ

Ethernet Hardware in
the Loop

Fig.9.3 Host-target real-time software architecture
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The simulator uses Simulink as interface shell for building the system simulator in

block-diagram format. The block diagrams contained both the models for different

system components, as well as the blocks that handle the I/O interface with the real

hardware and the TCP/IP communication between the master and the target. The block

diagram models are converted into C-code using RTW, and then transferred in to target

machine for real-time simulation. Figure 9.3 shows the real time simulator software

subsystems architecture.

9.2.3 Distributed Computing Systems

The ability to connect multiple computers through a communications network has

existed for many years. Initially, computer-to-computer communication consisted of a

small number of systems performing bulk file transfers. The 1980s brought the invention

of high-speed local area networks, or LANs. A LAN allows hundreds of machines to be

connected together.

New simulation approaches began to emerge, such as distributing a certain task

between different computing nodes and send each node results to main node for display.

This approach coordinates between the different computing nodes to achieve higher

speed simulations using the communication link. A global model is divided into multi

smaller subsystems; every subsystem is assigned to one of the computing node. In order

to achieve real time simulations we need to use real-time operating systems (RTOS).

These RTOS are those that guarantee that the system will respond in a predetermined

amount of time.

We will utilize two different real time operating systems QNX and Linux. Both OS

are designed for real time operation with communication abilities.
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9.2.4 Data Acquisition

A major subsystem in the real-time HIL simulator is the DAQ subsystem which is

responsible for interfacing with real world hardware devices, controller, or sensors. The

DAQ (I/O) provides the interface between the target computer and the HIL system.

High performance I/O Xilink Virtex-II pro Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA)

DAQ was used. This FPGA DAQ card can run HIL controlled motor inverter with AC-

side diode rectifier at time step as low as 40 microseconds.

The I/O interfaces are configured and controlled through Simulink custom blocks. The

inputs and outputs interface to these blocks can be managed through Simulink directly,

without writing low-level driver codes. The data collected will also be available directly

for any subsystem inside the Simulink model for processing or for storing for further

processing.

The RT shell generates automatically the I/O drivers and models code that handle and

direct the flow data from or into the physical I/O cards.

9.2.5 Simulator Configuration

The configuration of the real time simulator consists of following integrated subsystems:

" One or more target computation nodes (PC's) with real time operating system

(e.g. QNX real-time operating system or Linux).

" Command or host station that represents the user interface with the system

through which the user can control and change the system parameters. It also ,

coordinates the simulations between the targets , collects the results for display,

and control the communication between the command station and the targets as

well as the communication between the target PC's.
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" I/O's interface with the simulator (analog I/O, digital I/O, PWM I/O, encoders,

etc). I/O's can be managed by dedicated processors.

The simulator transfers data and control signals between the host and the target PC

through an Ethernet connection. This network connection allows the distribution of

model computation between the system nodes and thus achieves small simulation time

step size. Full control of the target application and computer using Simulink is provided

to the user through the RT-shell.

RT-EVENTS are used to generate IGBT inverter signals (Pulses) for real-time

simulation of electrical inverters with DC-stage [214].
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Chapter 10: Experimental Implementation

10.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the utilization of the distributed simulation environment to

conduct system studies. First we will use the system to conduct pure software distributed

simulations. Then we will use the hardware in the loop (HIL) approach to simulate and

evaluate integrated motor drive system under different control algorithms.

10.2 Distributed simulations

In order to evaluate the benefits of the distributed simulation, we conducted a case

study in which a PM phase variable model is controlled using vector based controller.

Figure 10.1 shows the Simulink model of the motor drive system.

Speed Speed
Command Controller labc

Calculation o l

Current
Controller

---- Measurement
Load Torque PM Motor

Mutual Inductance -

Self Inductance Look-up Table 2 r -4e

1 14 Current Peak Value
Look-up Table 1 Calculation

Selection Formula 1
Tablel

Multiport Formuil 2
switch

Fig.10.1 Simulink Model for PM synchronous vector control system
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Va .Va labc Vb
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Vb Theta

.. Iabc Vb Ilabc

* Vc -0
Speed

Master Subsystem . Vc Te To

COnII QT Subsystemn
Slave Subsystem

Slave Subsystem
The Motor abc model

Fig.10.2 The final modified Model

The Simulink model is modified to be compatible with the distributed simulation

environment. The model is divided into small subsystems as shown in Fig. 10.2.

The study was conduced utilizing different targets. Table 10.1 summarizes the results of

the study. The execution time for the model with distributed simulation (QNX targets) is

less than execution time for Simulink alone (almost half the time) despite the higher
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processor's capability of the master machine. Also the execution time for the model with

distributed simulation for a QNX OS targets is much smaller than execution time for

windows XP OS targets. Figure 10.3 shows the motor three phase voltages, currents, the

speed and the torque versus time.

/ ,

S 1 1 1 / 1

ij ! / t ?

The motor Three Phase Voltage

*1

The motor three Phase currents

/~ I,

The motor speed The motor Torque

Fig. 10.3 The motor voltage, current, speed and torque versus time
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Table 10.1 Comparison of Execution times for Simulink and distributed simulation

Execution Time
Case Method for 0.1 sec Targets OS

simulation

Simulink
CASE 1 (No simulation 20 sec --------

distribution)

CASE 2 Distributed 40 Sec Windows XP
Simulation

CASE 3 Distributed 10 Sec QNX
Simulation

10.3 DC motor drive simulation using HIL approach

Figure 10.4 shows the main Simulink block diagram which were used for closed-loop

speed control of a permanent magnet dc motor with an inner current loop. The model

consists of two subsystems, the first subsystem runs on the PC command station while

the second subsystem runs at the target PC. The simulation results are then transferred to

the command station for display.

The current loop has a PI controller with gains calculated to cancel the pole due to the

electrical time constant of the dc motor, and to give the required bandwidth. The speed

controller also has a PI controller designed to achieve a certain phase margin and

bandwidth. The motor is coupled with another PMDC motor which functions as a

generator. The generator is supplying a variable resistive load. The controller parameters

are controlled by the command station GUI. A fixed-step sampling time of 80 ps was

chosen for this setup to avoid overrun. Fig. 10.5 shows the block diagram of the

controller. Fig. 10.6 shows the Simulink implementation of the controller block diagram.

The PWM signals are generated by RT-EVENTS and then send to a control board

that runs the dc motor.
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Fig.10.4 The Simulink block diagram for PMDC motor control
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Fig.10.5 Block diagram of speed-current controller for an PMDC machine
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Fig.10.6 The controller Simulink block diagram details
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The speed is sensed using an optical encoder, and the current is sensed and fed to one

of the ADC channels of the FPGA board. This block diagram is compiled and transferred

to the target-PC. The collected data are then sent to the command station for display. A

square pattern change in the speed reference was given using the graphical real time

interface.

Reference Speed

Actual Speed

o OQj5 1 1.5 2iV 5 3 35 4 4.5 5

0 t'-

14 U5 15 ~ 2 5 zs 15 4

Fig.10.7 PMDC Machine speed, DC current, and duty versus time

Fig. 10.7 shows the simulation results. It shows the change in the speed, the current,

and the duty cycle due to the square pattern change in the speed reference. The reference

speed is changed between from 50 rad/sec to -50 rad/sec (reversal operation). The results

clearly show that the output of the controller follows the imposed reference.
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10.4 Scalar based induction motor controller using HIL approach

In scalar control schemes the phase relations between induction motor (IM) space

vectors are not controlled during transient. The control scheme is based on steady state

characteristics, which allows stabilization of the stator flux for different speed and torque

values. In many industrial applications, the requirements related to the dynamic

properties of drive control are of secondary importance. In such cases the open-loop

constant voltage/Hz control system is usually used.

Figure 10.8 shows the scheme of constant V/Hz controller. The 42V induction motor

can be controlled by controlling the amplitude of the input voltage and the operating

frequency. The input three phase voltages at the stator terminals have the following

expressions.

VA =V,, cos(2Tr ft)

VB = V,, cos(2rft 2) (10-1)
3

VU =V, cos(27r ft + 2-)
3

Where v,, is the voltage amplitude, and f is the supply frequency

The control algorithm implies constant ratio between the amplitude of the voltage and the

frequency (k = V, /f ). Figure 10.8 shows the block diagram of the induction motor

scalar controller. The control algorithm was implemented using the real time shell. The

motor is coupled with another PMDC motor which functions as a generator. The

generator is loaded with a variable resistor bank.

The controller parameters are controlled by the command station GUI. The V/f

control algorithm is designed using Simulink and then implemented using the RT-
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simulator to run the 42V induction motor. It was implemented on a 2-node PC-cluster of

3.0 GHz P4 processors. Figure 10.9 shows the detail of the target PC block diagram.

V
Boost
. itage
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M

Fig.10.8 Block diagram of a scalar controller for an induction motor
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Fig. 10.9 Inside the target PC Simulink block subsystem
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Fig. 10.10 Induction motor theta, rotation direction, theta and the angular rotation speed

versus time

The size of the sampling time constitutes one of the major constraints in real-time

simulations, many tests have been conducted in this study and the value of was found to

be the smallest one resulting in no overrun and with time factor equals to 1. The

simulation results are shown in Fig. 10.9.

10.5 Vector based Induction motor controller using HIL approach

Vector control is the most popular control algorithm for high performance induction

motors. In this method the motor equation are transformed in a coordinate system that

rotates with the rotor flux vector. The main function of the controller is to control the

switching of the power converter so that desired currents are supplied to the motor. The

reference signal i9 is generated from the outer speed control loop. The speed control

loop uses a proportional-integral controller (PI) to produce the quadrate-axis reference

current i*. By integrating speed command, rotor angle ,,, is determined at any instant of

time. Once quadrate-axis reference current i* and ©,, are known, reference currents are

calculated. To make sure motor is supplied with the desired currents, hysteresis current
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control is used. The current control loop is used to make the real three-phase currents of

the motor equal the reference ones. The actual phase current is compared with its

reference current in the hysteresis controller. Its output controls the switch position

maintaining the desired output current.

The actual motor currents are measured by the Hall-effect sensors, which have good

frequency response and fed to the FPGA board. As the motor neutral is isolated, only two

phase currents are fed back to the board and the other phase current is calculated from

them. The calibration of the current sensor is such that for 1 A current flowing through

the current sensor, output is 0.5 volts. Q axis reference current is calculated from speed

error signal by PI controller. Three phase reference currents are generated utilizing

reference q axis current and rotor position angle which is obtained through encoder

mounted on the shaft of the motor or through the estimator. Computed three phase

reference currents are converted to three phase reference control voltages by the PI

controller. The three phase reference control voltages are given as follows:

V, (t) = , sin(cot)

VB (t) = T e sin(owt -2r) (10-2)
3

V (t) = fK sin(ct + 2r)
3

Where: co is the angular frequency of the control voltage and V. is the amplitude.

Assuming the magnitude of the triangular voltage equal to one, the duty ratios for three

phases are generated according to the following equations.
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Fig. 10.11 Block diagram of a vector controller for an induction motor

Figure 10.11 shows the block diagram of the vector controller. These duty ratios are

fed to the PWM generating IC in drives board through the real time simulator. Inside the

IC, the three phase control voltages are compared with the triangular waveform, the

resultant of which is converted to six pulses by logical functions. The six pulses are fed to

the MOSFET'S to generate three phase voltages whose average values are given by the

following expressions:
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VAN(t) - Z + sin(COOA~I 2 2 V
fri

) V Vs V 21(

2 2 Vi 3

V V V 2r
VCN (t d i(~

2 2Vn 3

Where O is the frequency of the control voltage and V is the amplitude, Vlr, is the

amplitude of triangular voltage, V is the dc source voltage. The above algorithm is

implemented using the RT simulator. A sampling time of 80 psec was used with time

factor equals to 1.

Fig. 10.12 Induction motor speed, duty cycle, theta and the three phase currents versus

time
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To make sure motor is supplied with the desired currents, hysteresis current control is

used. The current control loop is used to make the real three-phase currents of the motor

equal the reference ones. The actual phase current is compared with its reference current

in the hysteresis controller.

Its output controls the switch position maintaining the desired output current. The

speed loop controller has a bandwidth of 25 rad/sec and a phase margin of 60 degrees.

The above algorithm is implemented using the RT simulator with hardware in the loop. A

sampling time of 80 ,us was used with time factor equals to 1. A snapshot of the

simulation results displayed at the master machine is shown in Fig. 10.12.
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Fig. 10.13. Induction motor speed variation with time
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Fig. 10.14. The system used for the overvoltage study

10.6 Evaluation of overvoltage in integrated motor drive using real time distributed

simulations

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the interaction between the different

components of the motor drive system. The HIL system was used to evaluate the

overvoltage due to the reflected wave and common-mode phenomena and select the

suitable switching frequency.

The induction motor is connected to inverter through three phase cable. The study

was performed by changing the length of the cable and the switching frequency. Figure

10.14 shows the block diagram of the system used in the overvoltage study. The transient

overvoltages results from the drive-motor-cable dynamic response to inverter pulse

voltage.
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At the motor terminal voltage waveforms, quantities to look for are peak magnitude

(positive or negative value), ring frequency and damping time of the oscillation.

Tests were repeated for two cable lengths (15 ft and 30ft) and at several PWM

frequencies (5 kHz to 20 kHz). Motor peak terminal voltage is affected by the

characteristics of the PWM modulator used. Oscillation frequency at the motor terminals

depends only on the cable characteristics and independent of the motor or the drive

system characteristics.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10.15 and 10.16 for cable length of 15 and

30 ft respectively. The results shows that for 30 ft cable length and switching frequency

of 20khz there will be 200% ( 2 p.u.) momentary overvoltage on the motor terminal,

while for the 15 ft cable length with 20kHz switching frequency there will be only 185%

momentary overvoltage.

The results of this study can be used to evaluate the motor insulation system, and the

motor overvoltage reduction techniques.
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Chapter 11: Recommendations for future work

Suggestions for further Studies that can be conducted as future additions or further

studies are numerous. Such a future work and or additions that can be use to extend this

work in the following ways:

" Use of the real time distributed environment to perform system level studies such

as stability, and system reconfiguration.

" Additional developments to further refine and develop the models and parameter

estimation methods covered in this dissertation.

" Modeling different types of non linear loads and their effect on the system overall

harmonic behavior.

" Developing fault tolerant control algorithms for faulty equipments to minimize

the damage and to keep them in service as long as possible. And then use the real

time shell to evaluate the developed control algorithm.

" Developing detection algorithms for internal faults using the wavelet features

obtained in this work.

" Studying the effect of replacing power electronics building block components on

the system performance and plug and play components or subsystems.

" To include the dc bus system into the studies identified in this dissertation to

examine the possibilities of adding alternate energy producing elements such as

fuel cells and flywheel.
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Chapter 12: Conclusion

This dissertation presented the modeling and analysis of a typical shipboard power

system using a real time distributed simulation environment. The Phase variable model is

more accurate than normal d-q models. The distributed simulation concept was used to

achieve real time simulation speed, which allows the connection of actual hardware

directly in the simulation loop. The parameters used in building the different components

models were obtained from coupled-FE analyses. This technique is significance because

the FEA methodologies to extract high frequency parameters were shown to be accurate

and can be used to eliminate costly manufacturing and testing. Different models were

built for low and high frequency studies. These models were used to investigate different

low and high frequency operational issues in the shipboard power system.

The Coupled Field- Circuit analysis was used to generate a database for internal

faults. Modeling components with internal faults represent a challenge because of

alternating nature of the magnetic field which will change the components parameters

values. In practice, this can usually be obtained by measurements if a testing setup could

be created. This dissertation would allow us to obtain these variations numerically.

A methodology for fault feature extraction and harmonic behavior evaluation for

different shipboard power system components, using a wavelet based algorithm, was

developed. The results show the ability of the wavelet based algorithm to extract

harmonics and to capture the nonstationary waveform dynamics.

This modeling methodology can be utilized to evaluate and predicate the shipboard

power system components future behavior in the design stage which will reduce the
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development cycles, cut overall cost, prevent failures, develop operational strategies and

test the system exhaustively before integrating it into the system.

The distributed time simulation can be used to conduct real time simulations and can

allow change gradually from pure software simulation environment to mixed simulation

environment by integrating actual hardware into the simulation loop.
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